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Abstract 

Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs) improve the robustness of evidence and the 

knowledge base but only if they are conducted well. A key methodological 

component of an RCT is allocation concealment. Inadequate allocation 

concealment can lead to selection bias. Selection bias needs to be prevented, and, 

where possible detected when undertaking quality assessments. This thesis makes 

an original contribution to the knowledge base by exploring a method to detect 

selection bias in systematic reviews and improve allocation concealment 

implementation and reporting in RCTs. 

Paper 1 presents an exemplar of a novel technique to detect selection bias within 

systematic reviews. I found that systematic reviews exhibited baseline age 

heterogeneity, which can only be explained by the inclusion of RCTs with baseline 

selection bias. Paper 2 explores this technique further, demonstrating that more 

powerful baseline covariates in a baseline meta-analysis found greater 

heterogeneity.  

In paper 3 I show this baseline heterogeneity is not a function of the reviews 

including ‘old’ trials because poor allocation concealment, which is the most likely 

explanation of selection bias, remains prevalent in recently published RCTs. In 

these recent RCTs, envelope and blocking implementation and reporting was 

suboptimal. In response, I focused my methodological research on improving the 

implementation and reporting of these methods.  

In paper 4 I show envelopes are widely used as an allocation concealment method 

and their use will likely continue. Therefore, I created an original reference guide 

for researchers to utilise to aid the robust implementation and reporting of 

envelopes. In paper 5 I published the first report using empirical evidence, rather 

than modelling studies, that RCTs using small variable block sizes that include a 

block of two are at risk of subversion  

Throughout my research I make recommendations to ensure allocation 

concealment is implemented and reported robustly to improve evidence 

generation and synthesis.  
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Preface  

Methodologists have worked for decades to improve the quality of the design, 

implementation and reporting of health research to benefit patients. The global 

research community needs to continue this whilst evolving and adapting to new 

techniques and ways to engage and disseminate findings. The following quote 

encapsulates the motivation behind this thesis.  

 

To realise the full value of his [Doug Altman’s] legacy, research funders, research 

regulators, research organisations, journals, and the many people Doug taught 

and inspired must act together to design, conduct, and report better research 

done for the right reasons. The continuing ethical, scientific, and economic 

deficiencies of medical research remain scandalous’  

(Glasziou and Chalmers, 2018) 
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Section 1: Introduction and context 

My research developed over several years, figure 1 demonstrates the progression 

and impact of my research.  

Figure 1: infographic demonstrating the thesis development and impact 
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‘To maximise the benefit to society you need to not just do research but to do it 

well’  

Doug Altman (CONSORT, 2018)  

 

Research has been conducted for centuries, is complex, multifaceted and depends 

on a set of processes working together. Although there is a multiplicity of research 

methods they share the same structure; the research is designed, undertaken and 

reported. Health research, where my work focuses, aims to advance medical 

understanding for the benefit of patients. Advancements include developing new 

treatments and diagnoses, or identifying treatments used in practice causing 

harm or having no effect.  

The first Randomised Controlled Trial (RCT) in medicine was published in the 

British Medical Journal (BMJ) in 1948 (Marshall et al., 1948) and is a design 

frequently employed in health research. Prior to the RCT design there were before 

and after observational studies, which included controlled trials, but 

randomisation was not used to form the comparison groups. RCTs revolutionised 

research by providing a design that minimises bias. Randomisation ensures that 

participants in the intervention and control groups are similar in terms of 

prognostic factors – both known and unknown, so observed differences can be 

attributed to the causal effect of the intervention (Higgins et al., 2011, Kennedy et 

al., 2017, Kunz and Oxman, 1998, Martyn, 1996). Consequently, in primary 

research, RCTs are considered the gold standard in assessing the effectiveness of 

an intervention.  

RCTs improve the robustness of evidence and knowledge base but only if they are 

conducted well. As importantly, RCTs need to be reported adequately, with 

methodology clearly stated so an assessment on the robustness of the RCT can be 

made. However, the reporting of RCTs lagged behind the improvement they 

brought to research robustness, and has been suboptimal for decades as reported 

in ‘The scandal of poor medical research’ paper (Altman, 1994).  

The EQUATOR (Enhancing the QUAlity and Transparency Of health Research) 

network was developed to increase the quality and transparency of health 

research reporting (EQUATOR, 2021), by providing a repository of reporting 
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guidelines for authors. The Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) 

statement (Altman et al., 2001a, Altman et al., 2001b, Begg et al., 1996, Schulz et 

al., 2010) is the most well-known reporting guideline for RCTs. The Standard 

Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials (SPIRIT) statement 

(Chan et al., 2013) provides guidelines for reporting trial protocols. Twenty years 

after Altman’s landmark paper (Altman, 1994) ‘The Lancet’ published a series on 

increasing value and reducing research waste (Ioannidis et al., 2014), highlighting 

reporting is still not robust despite the development of reporting guidelines and 

promotion of the importance of robust reporting.  

Although not inevitable, RCTs may lead to changes in policies and practices 

(Hariton and Locascio, 2018), their results can be ‘stand-alone’ and/or 

accumulated into systematic reviews and meta-analyses (Gopalakrishnan and 

Ganeshkumar, 2013). Within the hierarchy of evidence, large RCTs, meta-analyses 

and systematic reviews of RCTs are considered to provide the highest and most 

reliable quality evidence with the lowest risk of bias (ROB) (Murad et al., 2016, 

Higgins et al., 2011). The following is one example of the impact that robust RCTs 

and well conducted meta-analyses can have. An observational study concluded 

that antioxidant supplements (including vitamin E) protects against heart disease 

(Khaw et al., 2001). Subsequent RCTs have shown vitamin E had no benefit 

(MRC/BHF, 2002) and increased colds/infections in the elderly (Gratt et al., 2002). 

Meta-analyses have shown that vitamin E supplementation of >800IU/day 

increases mortality (Bjelakovic et al., 2014, Miller III et al., 2005). Consequently, 

recommendations for patient care were changed.  

It is essential that those conducting an RCT understand why all aspects need to be 

robust. Historically, the value of RCTs has been undermined by the actions of 

those involved in their conduct. Research investigating whether supplemental 

oxygen was associated with retrolental fibroplasia in premature babies was 

undermined by research nurses giving the control group babies oxygen overnight. 

The nurses believed not giving oxygen was unethical, due to their lack 

understanding of the purpose of randomisation in the context of the unknown 

harms and benefits. This delayed the finding that supplemental oxygen was 

positively correlated with retrolental fibroplasia (Silverman, 1977).  
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The opening quote of this thesis underpins my work; research is conducted to 

progress knowledge within a research area for the benefit of society, research 

undertaken needs to be designed, implemented and reported robustly (Clarke et 

al., 2010, Glasziou et al., 2006). Globally we have all experienced why this is 

essential. Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic we depended on the international 

research community to design, implement and report robust research leading to 

vaccines and treatments.  

The wider picture can be lost when only considering the methodological factors 

constituting research: research starts and ends with patients. To patients, 

research is more than a set of processes. There are many reasons and agendas as 

to why research is funded, but for patients and their families research can 

contribute to changing lives; research advances the prevention and treatment of 

illnesses and maximises quality of life. Participants give their time to take part in 

research, putting their trust into the research team that it will be undertaken and 

reported robustly. The research community has an ethical and moral 

responsibility to ensure this happens.  

My methodological research focuses on a key aspect of the design and 

implementation of an RCT: adequate concealment of the allocation sequence. 

Throughout the rest of this section I define allocation concealment, and, by 

drawing on published work on poor allocation concealment, explain why 

adequate allocation concealment is important in RCTs.  

 

1.1: Allocation concealment and selection bias  

The term allocation concealment was coined in 1994 and involves two separate 

processes (Schulz et al., 1994). The first, to generate an unbiased and truly 

random allocation sequence (randomisation), the second to conceal the allocation 

sequence from all those involved in recruiting participants into the RCT (Higgins et 

al., 2019). These processes ensure trial personnel do not have fore knowledge of 

the sequence and cannot select participants into one group or another, which 

would introduce selection bias (Schulz et al., 2018, Schulz et al., 1994). CONSORT 

defines allocation concealment as:  
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‘A technique used to prevent selection bias by concealing the allocation sequence 

from those assigning participants to intervention groups, until the moment of 

assignment. Allocation concealment prevents researchers from (unconsciously or 

otherwise) influencing which participants are assigned to a given intervention 

group’ (CONSORT, 2022b).  

Allocation concealment can be implemented in every RCT (Forder et al., 2005, 

Piper et al., 1996), and can be confused with the term blinding (Schulz et al., 1995, 

Schulz and Grimes, 2002b) which cannot be achieved in all RCTs (Forder et al., 

2005). Selection bias is a major problem in research as it can lead to biased 

conclusions, defined as: 

‘Systematic error in creating intervention groups, such that they differ with respect 

to prognosis. That is, the groups differ in measured or unmeasured baseline 

characteristics because of the way participants were selected or assigned. Also 

used to mean that the participants are not representative of the population of all 

possible participants’ (CONSORT, 2022c).  

Selection bias is common within observational studies, whereas RCTs are designed 

to remove this (Berger, 2005). If the allocation sequence is deciphered, the trial 

then becomes a non-randomised trial, and is not robust evidence (Viera and 

Bangdiwala, 2007, Higgins et al., 2011, Murad et al., 2016). The interpretation of a 

poorly implemented RCT is more concerning than an observational study, as the 

latter is acknowledged as being at high ROB whereas the former may not be. 

Selection bias in RCTs needs controlling by prevention, detection or correction 

(Mickenautsch et al., 2014). My research focuses on prevention and detection. 

 

1.1.1: Introducing the trifecta of allocation concealment  

Allocation concealment is part of a trifecta, the components are; 

designing/selecting, implementing, and reporting allocation concealment. Each 

part of the trifecta needs to be fulfilled to achieve a robust RCT. Figure 2 

demonstrates the trifecta concept.  
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Figure 2: the allocation concealment trifecta in RCTs: robust design, 

implementation and reporting 

 

There are many stages to the robust design, implementation and reporting of 

allocation concealment and many stages where selection bias can be introduced. 

Figures 3a and 3b present the research process in relation to allocation 

concealment in detail, from the research question posed to the assessment of 

quality. Figure 3a demonstrates the process when an insecure allocation 

concealment method has been selected, and, 3b when a robust method is 

selected. When interpreting these figures I have made the assumptions that any 

ROB assessments undertaken are well conducted and readers understand the 

implications of a high risk of selection bias (Higgins et al., 2019). This thesis refers 

to ROB assessments in relation to randomisation and allocation concealment and 

not any of the other many and varied potential sources of bias. Sections 1.1.2-

1.1.4 explain the allocation concealment trifecta further.  
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Figure 3a: Potential allocation concealment design, implementation and reporting 

pathways in RCTs when an insecure allocation concealment method has been 

selected 
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Figure 3b: Potential allocation concealment design, implementation and reporting 

pathways in RCTs when a robust allocation concealment method has been 

selected 
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1.1.2: Trifecta component part one: designing RCTs and selecting 

allocation concealment methods to prevent selection bias 

When designing an RCT, robust allocation concealment methods must be 

selected. Inadequate (or insecure) allocation concealment methods do not enable 

the allocation sequence to be hidden from those recruiting participants into an 

RCT, putting the RCT at risk of subversion. Subversion is the term given to the 

deliberate tampering of allocating participants to one group or another (Schulz, 

1995, Kennedy et al., 2017) thus introducing selection bias and potentially 

impacting conclusions. For example Odd Ratios were found to be exaggerated by 

41% in trials with inadequate concealment and 30% where concealment was 

unclear compared to those with well reported methods (where transparent 

reporting is provided for both robust and poor allocation concealment methods) 

(Schulz et al., 1995), this could lead to the conclusion that the intervention is more 

effective than it is.  

Allocation sequence generation methods can be categorised as either simple or 

restricted. CONSORT define simple randomisation as: ‘Randomisation without 

restriction. In a two-group trial, it is analogous to the toss of a coin’ (CONSORT, 

2022b), and restricted as: ‘Any procedure used with random assignment to 

achieve balance between study groups in size or baseline characteristics…’ 

(CONSORT, 2022c).  

There is greater predictability and poorer allocation concealment observed in 

allocation sequences using any form of restriction, simple allocation methods are 

considered more secure (Schulz et al., 1994, Schulz et al., 1995, Schulz and 

Grimes, 2002a, Berger, 2009). Simple randomisation can result in groups that are 

unbalanced at baseline in important prognostic factors by chance, particularly in 

sample sizes of less than 100 (Altman and Bland, 1999).  

Blocking is a common type of restricted randomisation, associated with increased 

predictability of the allocation sequence, small fixed block sizes increase the 

chance of prediction further (Berger, 2005). Central randomisation is considered 

the most robust method as it separates the recruiter from the allocation 

sequence, making subversion more difficult (Higgins et al., 2019). 

Methodologically, envelopes are a challenging allocation concealment method as 

they are associated with more manipulations to the allocation sequence and 
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increased effect sizes when compared to more secure allocation concealment 

methods, such as central randomisation (Hewitt et al., 2005, Kennedy et al., 2017, 

Peto, 1999, Mitchell et al., 2019, Berger, 2007, Brown et al., 2005, Viera and 

Bangdiwala, 2007, Hewitt et al., 2009, Paludan-Müller et al., 2016). Envelope use 

is discussed in Section 4. Details of randomisation and allocation concealment 

methods are provided in appendix 1, table 1. 

 

1.1.3: Trifecta component part two: Implementing allocation 

concealment methods robustly to prevent selection bias  

Although RCTs are considered the most reliable of all study designs to mitigate 

against selection bias, research shows that this reliability is often not enacted in 

practice (Berger, 2005). One reason is poor implementation of allocation 

concealment. A robust allocation concealment method that is not implemented 

securely can enable recruiters to select participants into a treatment group or 

deliberately not recruit a patient, based on a prognostic variable detectable at 

baseline (Schulz, 1995, Jüni et al., 2001). A common prognostic variable on which 

a participant can be selected into one group or another is age, as generally older 

age is associated with poorer health outcomes. Implementing allocation 

concealment methods poorly is likened to pinning a randomisation list up for all 

those involved in a trial to see ahead of recruitment therefore rendering the RCT 

at risk of selection bias (Altman and Dore, 1990, Chalmers et al., 1983, Kennedy et 

al., 2017, Schulz et al., 1995). Researchers can subvert allocation sequences in a 

variety of ways, table 1 summarises these. 

Subversion can occur for seemingly good reasons. The intervention treatment 

may be seen as a ‘last chance’ for some patients. Recruiters may believe a 

treatment should be rolled out on a wider scale due to their pre-conceived belief 

the treatment is effective, so select participants to support its effect, or recruiters 

may receive pressure from participants (Paludan-Müller et al., 2016, Brown et al., 

2005). The intellectual challenge may be too tempting to try and ‘solve’ the 

allocation sequence or perhaps there is not enough knowledge as to the 

importance of concealing the allocation (Schulz and Grimes, 2002a). Once 
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personally involved in a trial, recruiters may not maintain their impartiality (Schulz 

and Grimes, 2002a).  

Deliberate violation of the allocation sequence results in a biased trial that could 

have far reaching consequences on future patient care. Returning to the example 

of nurses giving control babies supplemental oxygen – many patients are blind 

and living with the consequence of deliberate tampering of the allocation 

sequence. If this research had been implemented robustly, the practice of 

supplementary oxygen would likely have ceased earlier, preventing lifelong 

blindness for those patients (Silverman, 1977). 

Table 1: methods of subversion 

How the allocation sequence is subverted References  

• Keeping a log of previous allocations, particularly if 

restricted randomisation has been used such as 

blocking to detect a randomisation schedule that 

can be predicted  

• Requesting more than one allocation at once from 

third party randomisation services and selecting 

participants into a group accordingly  

• Assessing the appearance of allocation container 

and labels to determine which treatment group 

they allocate participant to 

• Collusion between the person who created the 

randomisation sequence and the recruiter (the 

person implementing the randomisation sequence) 

(Jüni et al., 2001, 

Kjaergard et al., 

1999, Moher et 

al., 1998, Schulz 

et al., 1995, 

Kennedy et al., 

2017). 

How envelopes are subverted   

• They can be opened in advance of recruitment  

• Transilluminating the envelopes to determine the 

allocation written inside 

• Assessing the weight and size of the envelopes to 

detect differences to determine which treatment 

group they allocate participants to 

• The recruiter can also create the envelope so they 

are aware of the allocation sequence  

(Schulz, 1995, 

Jüni et al., 2001, 

Schulz and 

Grimes, 2002a, 

Viera and 

Bangdiwala, 

2007). 
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1.1.4: Trifecta component part three: Robust reporting of allocation 

concealment 

When reporting quality is discussed in this thesis, I am referring specifically to the 

reporting of allocation concealment methods. Poor reporting is reporting that 

lacks details to enable an assessment of the methodological quality of the 

implementation of allocation concealment. If an inadequate method had been 

selected for use or a method is implemented poorly, this should be stated. Any 

assessments made on the methodological quality of allocation concealment of an 

RCT depends on the completeness and accuracy of the reporting (Jüni et al., 

2001). There are multiple ways that allocation sequences can be created and 

concealed, an issue when assessing the quality of their implementation is due to 

the plethora of ways that they can be described within publications. I have 

provided examples to illustrate this point (appendix 1, table 2).  

It is imperative that the risk of selection bias is identified by those assessing the 

quality of an RCT as these should not contribute to the knowledge base without 

this bias being taken into account (Higgins et al., 2019). Only with transparent 

robust reporting can an accurate ROB assessment be undertaken, if 

methodological details are not reported they cannot be assessed.  

 

1.1.5: Bringing the trifecta together  

If selection bias is not identified there are a number of potentially negative 

outcomes. Although the research is seen to contribute to the knowledge base it 

could be doing so in a dangerous/negative way. At worst the results may be 

biased, conclusions reached may be inaccurate, but with no consequence other 

than wasted resource. Or, they may be misleading and result in unsafe 

conclusions on healthcare decisions or slow treatment progression (Jackson and 

Kuriyama, 2018). Systematic reviews combine results of several RCTs, if the 

trifecta is not fulfilled ‘unclear’ ROB assessments will be made, which do not 

reflect what occurred in the RCT. Appendix 2 details a worked example using a 

published RCT where the trifecta is not fulfilled. 
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1.2: Aims and objectives of this thesis 

Aim: 

This thesis explores the implementation and reporting of allocation concealment 

within RCTs, with the aim of identifying and promoting ways to detect and 

prevent selection bias in RCTs. I examine envelopes and blocking, which are 

common approaches used to conceal and/or randomise allocation sequences.  

Objectives: 

- Develop and pilot techniques for use when undertaking a systematic 

review, to detect selection bias caused by poor allocation concealment 

(Papers 1 and 2, appendix 3 and 4) 

- Examine reporting of allocation concealment and develop a tool to 

improve the implementation and reporting of envelopes in RCTs (Papers 3 

and 4, appendix 5 and 6) 

- Explore the use of blocking in RCTs, develop empirical evidence of the 

insecurity of the frequently recommended small variable blocking 

schemes and detail how to perform and report blocking robustly (Paper 5, 

appendix 7) 

 

In this chapter I discuss my research. The papers included were published 

between 2014-2021 and are presented in chronological order, the context, 

development and progression of each study to the next is highlighted. Each 

section starts with a screenshot of the relevant publication abstract or equivalent 

for on-line reader accessibility.  
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Section 2: Exploring the use of pooled baseline imbalances and 

heterogeneity in systematic reviews to detect selection bias 

 

2.1: Beginning this body of work  

I began my research by considering the power of systematic reviews and meta-

analyses in influencing policy and practice, the large resources required to 

conduct them, and the known importance of detecting whether the component 

RCTs are impacted by selection bias. I focussed on selection bias as I had 

previously undertaken research around allocation concealment and wanted to 

further progress this work (Clark et al., 2013c, Clark et al., 2013b). As discussed in 

section 1, poor allocation concealment can lead to selection bias impacting the 

results of single RCTs. I wanted to extend this and explore methods to detect 

selection bias in systematic reviews.  
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Systematic reviews and meta-analyses inform clinical practice, policy decisions 

and future research (Clarke et al., 2010, Glasziou et al., 2006). A systematic 

reviewer undertakes ROB assessment to determine if component RCTs are biased 

using a ROB tool with prespecified eligibility criteria (Page et al., 2016, Wood et 

al., 2008, Berger, 2005, Roberts and Ker, 2016, Cochrane consumer network, 

2020, Propadalo et al., 2019). A range of ROB tools are available (Olivo et al., 

2008), the risk of bias 2 (RoB2) tool is now used in Cochrane reviews (Sterne et al., 

2019).  

The risk of selection bias is assessed by determining how rigorously allocation 

concealment has been implemented (Propadalo et al., 2019, Higgins et al., 2019). 

Although the use of insecure allocation concealment methods may not result in 

subversion, the RCT will still be judged as at high risk of selection bias, as shown in 

Figures 3a and 3b. 

To assess the methodological quality of an RCT, systematic reviewers usually only 

have the publication of an RCT to gain methodological data, demonstrating the 

challenge of distinguishing between reporting and conduct. The protocol for the 

RCT may not be available and information recorded in trial registrations may not 

be sufficiently detailed. Direct contact with authors may be attempted, however 

this is not always a successful strategy which I have experienced previously (Clark 

et al., 2013c). 

 As allocation concealment methods are often not reported for an accurate ROB 

assessment to be undertaken, I wanted to explore an objective, complementary 

and low resource-intensive method that could be applied when conducting a 

systematic review which would detect whether component RCTs were impacted 

by selection bias. I started by examining the use of baseline imbalances and 

heterogeneity to detect selection bias in systematic reviews.  

 

2.1.1: Systematic reviews: pooled baseline imbalances and 

heterogeneity to detect selection bias 

Paper 1 developed as I considered the assessment of selection bias by examining 

baseline imbalances that occur in demographic variables between the treatment 

arms. There should be no difference at baseline if secure allocation concealment 
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has been implemented, except those occurring by random chance (Berger, 2009), 

therefore baseline testing is often not implemented at an individual RCT level 

(Senn, 1989, Senn, 1994). It is widely agreed that sample sizes and covariate 

values do not have to be equal across arms, but, large imbalances may be a 

symptom of poor randomisation and warrant investigation (Schulz and Grimes, 

2002d). It has been suggested that baseline imbalances of important prognostic 

variables of component RCTs in systematic reviews should be assessed (Corbett et 

al., 2014). The Cochrane RoB2 now supports this; figure 4 demonstrates the 

algorithm the ROB tool suggests (Sterne et al., 2019). 

 

Figure 4: Algorithm for suggested judgement of risk of bias arising from the 

randomisation process in the Cochrane ROB2 tool. Where Y = yes, N = no, PY = 

probably yes, PN = probably no, NI= not indicated (Sterne et al., 2019) 

 

 

Imbalances would not be expected at baseline within a systematic review when all 

component RCTs are pooled together. However, pooled baseline imbalances are 

not currently assessed in systematic reviews. A case study observed the presence 

of pooled baseline imbalances in a prognostic variable in a systematic review 

(Trowman et al., 2006, Trowman et al., 2007), suggesting the component RCTs 

could be impacted by selection bias. I wanted to further build on Trowman’s work 

by assessing baseline imbalances and additionally examining whether pooled 

heterogeneity could indicate the presence of selection bias, measured by the I² 

statistic. This would describe the variability between studies in systematic reviews 
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that is not due to random chance (Fletcher, 2007, Higgins and Thompson, 2002, 

Higgins et al., 2003).  

My interest in assessing heterogeneity is due to work undertaken by Trowman 

observing only a proportion of component trials in a systematic review were 

imbalanced favouring one group or another (Trowman et al., 2006). However, 

subversion can go in either direction; a proportion of component trials could have 

selection bias favouring both groups, so an imbalance may not necessarily be 

observed. This may cancel out the differences in the observed variable making the 

selection effects on an unknown variable unobservable. Therefore, a better 

measure of the problem is a measure of heterogeneity; if true secure allocation 

and concealment has been implemented there should be no heterogeneity.  

 

2.2: Assessment of pooled heterogeneity and an extension  

To pilot the technique of assessing pooled baseline heterogeneity I identified the 

key prognostic variable of age, frequently reported in ‘table one’ of an RCT 

publication (Furler et al., 2012). I identified 12 recently published systematic 

reviews in the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), New England 

Journal of Medicine (NEJM), BMJ and the Lancet. These are high impact journals, 

therefore these systematic reviews are more likely (but not guaranteed) to have 

been well conducted. I found five systematic reviews exhibited heterogeneity of 

age (the I2 statistic was >30%) (Higgins and Thompson, 2002), a meta-regression 

demonstrated that inadequate allocation concealment was a statistically 

significant predictor of heterogeneity in one systematic review indicating the 

systematic review conclusion may be incorrect.  

Age may not always be an appropriate prognostic variable; it may not be reported 

or the component RCTs in a systematic review could be of a narrow range. The 

success of piloting the technique, questions I had regarding age being the most 

suitable prognostic, and reviewer comments supporting the development of 

assessing baseline heterogeneity, led to the development of paper 2.  
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2.3: Trial specific prognostic variables  

In paper 2 I assessed whether a different prognostic variable would be more 

accurate and accessible to different trial types in two systematic reviews; baseline 

back pain score for a systematic review assessing low back pain and Body Mass 

Index (BMI) for a review assessing hip protectors. Having extracted data on age 

and the prognostic variable I assessed baseline heterogeneity with a fixed effect 

meta-analysis. I did not assess baseline P value distribution in paper 2 as a paper 

was published advising against this to assess the validity of randomisation (Bland, 

2013). My research demonstrated a prognostic variable closely related to 

treatment outcome can show larger heterogeneity than age and may be more 

appropriate. For example, in the back pain review the I2 was 22.0 for baseline age 

and 55.8 for backpain score.  

However, a common trial-specific prognostic variable may not be reported in all 

component RCTs whereas age most likely will. A case-by-case decision must be 

made to determine the most appropriate pooled baseline variable to assess.  
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2.4: Why assessing baseline heterogeneity is desirable 

Allocation concealment is considered so important that it was originally the only 

ROB item incorporated into RevMan used for Cochrane reviews (Hróbjartsson et 

al., 2013) and remains important today.  

Poorly implemented allocation concealment enables subversion to occur on a 

baseline variable, the subversion can be subtle and not detected within a single 

RCT. In papers 1 and 2 I demonstrate that within an accumulated set of RCTs this 

subversion, and therefore selection bias can be detected, potentially leading to 

more rigorous conclusions.  

Some researchers consider the ROB assessment suboptimal (Hartling et al., 2009). 

Stating the ROB tools do not go into enough detail or ask the correct questions, so 

insufficient information is extracted to enable reviewers to adequately or 

consistently judge allocation concealment methodologies (Propadalo et al., 2019, 

Jordan et al., 2017, Barcot et al., 2018). Additionally, systematic reviewers may 

not be able to ascertain the methodological information needed for an accurate 

ROB assessment or a systematic review may be poorly conducted and/or 

reported. Therefore, assessing the baseline pooled heterogeneity of a prognostic 

variable as an additional step enables an un-biased and objective way to assess 

the ROB of component RCTs in a systematic review.   

Some trial designs, such as double-blind placebo controlled are considered more 

secure and harder to subvert. When quality assessed they are more likely to be 

classed as ‘low risk of selection bias’. However it is known that subversion can still 

occur in these RCTs (Schulz, 1995). The technique described in papers 1 and 2 can 

be used to identify subversion where it is not apparent from the written 

description of trial methodologies. As found in a meta-epidemiological study that 

contained many placebo controlled trials - heterogeneity and imbalances were 

observed (Hulshof et al., 2019).  
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2.5: Impact of these exemplars: for the wider research community 

and this body of work 

The exemplar presented in paper 1 was disseminated at the 2nd Clinical Trials 

Methodology Conference: Methodology Matters and was well received (Clark et 

al., 2013a). This work has been cited in other publications and prompted further 

work and explorations of the technique (Mitchell et al., 2019, Hicks et al., 2018, 

Hulshof et al., 2019).  

The component RCTs included in papers 1 and 2 lacked methodological 

information needed to make judgements on allocation concealment and age was 

not always reported. This is basic information that should be available in RCT 

publications. These observations led to my line of research enquiry for paper 3. 

 

2.6: Conclusion 

Papers 1 and 2 highlighted that systematic reviews may contain RCTs which are 

impacted by selection bias, these could impact the reviews’ conclusions. ROB 

assessments should continue to evolve building on the original ROB 

methodologies by taking into account empirical evidence, experiences of systemic 

reviewers and authors (Higgins et al., 2011). Systematic reviews are resource 

intensive, costly and change patient care; the results need to be as accurate as 

possible. This complementary technique has the advantage of not relying on 

subjective assessments of bias, which could be incorrect. It is recommended that 

assessments should be made on age as this is usually reported and has fewer 

missing data, but, where possible an appropriate and important prognostic 

variable should also be investigated. 
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Section 3: Allocation concealment methods and reporting 
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3.1: Allocation concealment implementation and reporting  

During the research conducted for papers 1 and 2, I found reporting of the 

allocation concealment methods to be poor, thus the allocation concealment 

trifecta was not fulfilled. In paper 1 I found 20% of the included RCTs reported an 

adequate allocation concealment method and 4% an insecure method. In 76% of 

the RCTs the reporting was so poor the allocation concealment method employed 

was unclear. As a result it was uncertain what method was used and/or how 

robustly the allocation concealment was implemented as the RCT lacked the 

necessary methodological information. Many component RCTs were published 

before or shortly after the CONSORT statement was published, therefore 

reporting quality may have been poorer than in more recently published RCTs.  

The aim of paper 3 was to ascertain how adequately allocation concealment was 

implemented in more recent RCTs and determine whether the poor 

implementation and reporting of allocation concealment observed in papers 1 

and 2 was still an issue in more recent publications.  

I identified RCTs published over a three-month period in 2015 in JAMA, BMJ, 

NEJM and the Lancet. These journals have the highest impact factors and would 

enable an assessment on the ‘best practice’ of reporting completeness as they 

promote the use of reporting guidelines in their instructions to authors. I 

extracted methodological data and contacted authors when clarifications were 

needed. Finally, I suggested ways to improve allocation concealment method 

selection, implementation and reporting.  

 

3.2: Allocation concealment quality 

Stringent assessment criteria of allocation concealment as applied in paper 3 

(figure 5) is arguably necessary. Allocation concealment implementation needs to 

be robust to ensure the allocation can be deemed random, the defining 

methodological feature of an RCT. Readers, reviewers and journals should be 

demanding to know how envelopes were prepared and who opened them, not 

just accepting the statement that ‘sequentially numbered opaque sealed 

envelopes’ (SNOSE) were used. Similarly, with blocking – it is not acceptable to be 
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performing research where it is possible to accurately predict the allocation 

sequence as an insecure block size has been used. The idea of designing research 

that has a predictable allocation sequence is preposterous yet in paper 3 I 

demonstrate that this is still happening.  

 

Figure 5: Assessment criteria for trials using envelopes and block randomisation 

taken from paper three 

 

 

3.3: Envelopes and blocking  

I found that 19% (n=15) of the RCTs I assessed in paper 3 used inadequate 

allocation concealment methods. Seven used envelopes, seven blocking and one 

used both. The issue observed with blocking was frequently implementation – 

small block sizes were selected, increasing allocation sequence prediction (Berger, 

2005). Here, part one of the allocation concealment trifecta is not fulfilled. 

With envelopes, the issues observed were both poor implementation (such as the 

recruiter also creating the envelope) and reporting. Frequently insufficient 

information was provided for a judgement to be made regarding how envelopes 

were implemented, therefore it was unknown which part(s) of the trifecta 

were/were not fulfilled. Envelopes could have been implemented robustly but the 
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reporting lacked detail to determine this (inadequate reporting). Or, envelopes 

were not implemented robustly and this information was omitted from the 

publication (inadequate implementation and reporting). Either scenario 

contributes to research waste and could slow down the increase to the knowledge 

base (Sterne et al., 2019).  

When contacting authors for further information, only 53% responded. Some 

author feedback demonstrated the lack of methodological details included in their 

publications was not poor allocation concealment implementation but rather 

poor reporting. Of the remaining 47%, some RCTs may be of a low ROB but due to 

poor reporting this cannot be determined.  

Some authors clarified observed inconsistencies with blocking (Senn et al., 2015, 

Cox et al., 2015) and envelope use (Salminen et al., 2015). When these perceived 

errors were clarified, although positive, this should not have occurred if 

transparent reporting, a thorough reviewing process - including review by a 

methodologist - had happened prior to publication. These basic methodological 

errors should have, and could have, been identified within the publication process 

(see section 6.1).  

 

3.4: Improving allocation concealment trifecta- implementation and 

reporting  

Paper 3 demonstrates the implementation and reporting of allocation 

concealment is suboptimal and the trifecta is frequently not fulfilled. The research 

provided data that enabled me to make suggestions on how to improve this and 

enabled the identification of two key areas- envelopes and blocking- which were 

frequently implemented and reported sub-optimally. Suggestions were based on 

discussion with colleagues and students during teaching sessions I undertook as 

well as practical experience gained from working in the area of trials.  

One way to ignite change is from the top down – unacceptable methodologies 

should not be funded. Sponsors and Research Ethics Committees should scrutinise 

research proposals to check that they are methodologically robust. If envelopes or 

small block sizes are suggested to be used, this should be questioned and checked 

to ensure the appropriateness, central randomisation should be considered where 
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possible (Swingler and Zwareenstein, 2000). Of course, there needs to be 

allowances for the use of envelopes within some research designs and settings 

(Doig and Simpson, 2005, Swingler and Zwareenstein, 2000), considered further in 

section 4. Journal editors and peer reviewers need to ensure that allocation 

concealment is reported transparently. Section 6.1 further discusses the role 

authors and journals in improving reporting of allocation concealment 

methodology. 

 

3.5: Impact and development  

It is of note that paper 3 has been cited in key methodological texts including the 

international Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions 

Chapter 8 - ‘Assessing risk of bias in a randomized trial’ (Higgins et al., 2019). 

Following the publication of paper 3, online comments were published: 

‘This report [paper 3] provides yet one more very important revelation about the 

reality of the randomized controlled trial (RCT). Now we find the “randomized” in 

RCT is up for grabs, leaving only “controlled” …the RCT is the scientific "gold 

standard" for evidence-based medicine, implementation errors and manipulated 

reporting of results make it appear to be medicine's “fool’s gold.” Mounting 

evidence from every which way points to the sham that has become the RCT...’ 

(responses, 2016). 

These comments, the need for guidance and evidence to improve the 

implementation of allocation concealment, alongside the dire nature of the 

reporting led me to further develop methods around allocation concealment, 

reported in papers 4 and 5, as a way of improving use of both envelopes and 

blocking where these are the appropriate method of choice.  

 

3.6: Conclusions and recommendations: where is change needed 

Despite the narrow selection of journals reviewed, it is clear there was poor 

reporting of essential allocation concealment implementation methods, even 

when CONSORT had become established. Component RCTs in systematic reviews 
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frequently come from low impact journals that have poorer reporting quality, 

accurate ROB assessments therefore cannot be made.  

The research waste that suboptimal RCTs cause is almost minor compared to the 

effects that poor research could be having at the patient level, where beneficial 

treatments could be prevented from reaching patients or harmful treatments not 

stopped (Glasziou and Chalmers, 2018). In summary - allocation concealment in 

randomised controlled trials: we must do better. 
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Section 4: The implementation and reporting of envelopes as a 

form of allocation concealment 

 

 

4.1: Envelopes and RCTs 

Envelopes should contain a truly random allocation sequence and the person who 

creates them should be separate to the person who opens the envelopes and 

recruits participants into the trial. All of which should be reported to fulfil the 

trifecta. I therefore decided to undertake research to address improving the 

implementation and reporting of this allocation concealment method.  

Envelope use can be confusing to those who do not have detailed knowledge of 

allocation concealment. Conflicting messages state they are acceptable if 

implemented robustly (Doig and Simpson, 2005, Swingler and Zwareenstein, 

2000) but they are also associated with subversion and increased effect sizes 
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(Hewitt et al., 2005, Kennedy et al., 2017, Peto, 1999, Mitchell et al., 2019). 

Additionally, a prevalent online randomisation service is called ‘sealed envelope’, 

which, further implies their robustness as it normalises the use of the phrase 

‘sealed envelope’, associating envelopes with an acceptable allocation 

concealment method (Envelope, 2022).  

Envelope use is not new, the first RCT published in 1948 employed envelopes 

(Marshall et al., 1948). However, the danger of using envelopes has been known 

for over 20 years (Schulz, 1995). Technology and allocation concealment methods 

have moved on but envelopes are still a popular method despite the known 

problems (section 1, table 1). Throughout my research career, my views have 

changed over time on the appropriateness of the use of envelopes as an 

allocation concealment method. In paper 4 I explored why envelopes are chosen 

despite their known insecurities. I also utilised my practical and methodological 

experience on the robust implementation and reporting of envelope use to 

explore a pragmatic way to improve this within research.  

In paper 4 my research began with surveying a group of authors who had recently 

published RCTs using envelopes to understand their reasons for selecting this 

method, and to assess the quality of the reporting and implementation in these 

publications. The 338 RCTs included in paper 4 were published in 2017-2018 and 

8.5% used envelopes, a review conducted in 2015 observed similar use (9%) 

(Yelland et al., 2018). In comparison, a review conducted in 2001 found 16.6% of 

RCTs used envelopes (Hewitt et al., 2005). It is encouraging that envelope use is 

steadily decreasing. My survey determined that envelopes are still used and will 

continue to be used for pragmatic reasons, however assessment of 

implementation and reporting demonstrated their use needs improving. The 

survey results were used to formulate recommendations to ensure the trifecta is 

fulfilled. 

 

4.2: Exploring envelopes: implementation and reporting 

There was the common misconception both observed in my research in paper 4 

and the wider literature that envelopes maintain optimal blinding (CONSORT, 

2022a, Higgins et al., 2019), or ‘the small size of the study’ meant that envelopes 
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were the appropriate method – even small studies can employ robust central 

randomisation methods. One author stated the need for rapid randomisation was 

a reason for selection. Here, the randomisation needed to occur within hours, 

rapid randomisation normally refers to allocation within minutes, randomisation 

within hours could have accommodated a central randomisation approach.  

Security measures are important as they add an additional barrier to prevent the 

envelope being tampered with and provide more confidence that the allocation 

concealment has been implemented robustly. Paper 4, found only one RCT 

reported outstanding security measures going beyond SNOSE to conceal the 

allocation sequence (Boden et al., 2018), further suggesting a lack of knowledge 

around envelope execution and reporting. Additional security measures will 

increase the costs and time taken to prepare the envelope, but only marginally. 

They will however be more likely to result in robust high-quality research, if they 

are reported well.  

There was a lack of knowledge regarding the necessary factors to report when 

reporting envelope use, shown with only 7% of trials adequately reporting 

envelopes. It could be that the guidance for reporting envelopes may not be 

explicit enough (Schulz and Grimes, 2002a). There needs to be more awareness 

among researchers to understand the impact of not reporting envelopes 

adequately; it impacts ROB assessments. As seen in paper 4, where two RCTs 

described the same overarching trial but one did so adequately the other omitted 

important information needed to make a full judgement (Nadkarni et al., 2017, 

Patel et al., 2017).  

Budget was found to be a significant driver for selecting envelopes as an 

allocation concealment method. Rather than budgeting for a more secure method 

such as central randomisation, researchers are risking implementing an insecure 

method that could introduce selection bias into their research rendering the 

research at a high ROB. This could be due to a lack of understanding around the 

insecurity of using envelopes. Although only 8.5% of studies used envelopes in 

paper 4, this represents a significant amount of money being invested within 

these research studies, highlighting how essential improving the robust 

implementation and reporting of envelopes is to fulfil the trifecta.  

Paper 3 received the following online comment when published: 
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‘Having read this article [paper 3] I have to confess yet again disappointment with 

the UK research thinking. Of course we should constantly strive to improve our 

research methodology and using technology to change from ‘sealed envelopes’ to 

‘independent electronic randomisation’ is to be encouraged. But why do the UK 

research organisation not provide such a simple service for free to researchers…’  

Although a free randomisation service would be a welcome addition to 

researchers, it would not be the panacea. There are justified reasons why 

envelopes are implemented, and in some situations most likely the only feasible 

option, such as in emergency medicine. Applying a blanket approach that central 

randomisation only should be undertaken would result in RCTs not being 

performed within some settings, as this method cannot always be accommodated 

(Swingler and Zwareenstein, 2000). It would be unethical to not support an RCT to 

be performed using envelopes in these situations, as the alternative would be 

research not being undertaken, or a less robust research design being performed 

(Murad et al., 2016). Encouragingly Swingler et al found that robust envelope use 

is possible with scrupulous record keeping and monitoring (Swingler and 

Zwareenstein, 2000). The key is that if envelopes are selected they are 

implemented and reported robustly.  

 

4.3: Envelopes: time to change or time for acceptance and guidance? 

Having established that there are practical reasons why envelopes will continue to 

be used as an allocation concealment method, this situation should be accepted 

and the shortcomings addressed.  

I analysed the survey results to produce recommendations in the form of a tool to 

aid researchers to implement and report envelope use robustly (figure 6). Journal 

editors and peer reviewers could also use these criteria to ensure that envelopes 

are reported well.  
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Figure 6: tool developed stating methodological steps to creating a robust 

envelope as an allocation concealment method in an RCT and essential 

methodological information to be reported in the publication of an RCT 

 

 

If envelopes are used within placebo-controlled double-blind trials they may be 

harder to subvert but subversion can occur (CONSORT, 2022a, Higgins et al., 

2019). In a systematic review, the placebo-controlled double-blind RCT is likely to 

be judged as a low ROB; an example of why assessing pooled baseline 

heterogeneity as detailed in Section 1 is useful.  

 

4.4: Envelopes and the trifecta challenge 

Envelopes pose a challenge, they are an allocation concealment method more 

likely to be subverted (section 1.1.3) and may not be considered a robust method. 

However, they can be implemented and reported well. Figure 7 poses the 

allocation concealment trifecta specific to envelope use.  
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Figure 7: Allocation concealment trifecta for envelopes 

 

 

4.5: Conclusion  

This section summarises and contextualises the findings of paper 4; envelopes are 

going to continue to be implemented as a form of allocation concealment. 

Pragmatically each research proposal needs considering on a case-by-case basis 

by funders and stakeholders and the appropriateness of envelope use scrutinised.  

If selected, envelopes need to be implemented and reported robustly with all 

members of the research team educated regarding their use to ensure the 

allocation concealment trifecta is fulfilled. As there is extraordinary human 

curiosity and ingenuity shown in deciphering the allocation sequences, it is 

recommended that envelopes should not be used if it is feasible to implement a 

more secure allocation concealment method.  
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Section 5: Blocking and prediction 

 

 

5.1: Restricted randomisation, blocking and RCTs 

In this section I report how I continued with the strategy of developing a way to 

improve allocation concealment implementation and reporting in areas of need. I 

considered restricted randomisation as this is used in 90% of studies (Hewitt and 

Torgerson, 2006). Blocking is the main way that this is achieved (Kahan et al., 

2015), and observed to be implemented and reported sub-optimally throughout 

papers 1-3. Blocked randomisation schemes can also be executed with envelopes. 

Therefore, developing a strategy to ensure blocking is implemented and reported 

robustly was a logical progression in my work. It had been proposed that random 

block sizes decrease rather than abolish the risk of predicting allocation sequences 

(Matts and Lachin, 1988, Schulz and Grimes, 2002d). The purpose of paper 5 was 

to explore this, investigate the vulnerability of some blocking schemes to 
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subversion and provide practical advice to implement robust blocking rather than 

advise against its use.  

Blocking is often implemented to ensure balance between treatment groups, 

however ‘with great balance comes great predictability’ (van der Pas, 2019). There 

is a known risk of prediction when blocking is employed and a misconception that 

this prediction is associated with small fixed block sizes with stratification based 

on centre only, and, that variable blocking schemes mitigate this issue. Blocking is 

often used as it is practical and, like envelopes, will continue to be used within 

research.  

I applied the technique of assessing pooled heterogeneity of age undertaken in 

papers 1 and 2 to explore whether this could be used to identify evidence of 

subversion amongst trials using blocking. This method was chosen due to the 

positive reception of these papers, the method is low cost, easy to undertake and 

the variable age should be reported in every RCT, so was practical. I undertook 

analysis on different block sizes. I demonstrated variable blocking schemes, that 

included a block size of two within the blocking scheme were associated with 

increased heterogeneity and therefore subversion of the allocation sequence. This 

challenges the belief that small variable blocking schemes are a safeguard against 

subversion. I found that larger variable blocking schedules have zero 

heterogeneity showing that there are robust ways to implement blocking. My 

research indicates that where the use of blocking is appropriate and justified, 

strategies to ensure robust implementation are possible and should be 

developed. 

My research for paper 5 began by performing a scoping review that covered a 20-

year period to examine the changes to the use of blocking, the types of 

permutations used and completeness of reporting. I found recommendations 

around robust implementation and reporting are relevant to modern research as 

insecure blocking schemes had been recently implemented. To disseminate this, I 

produced a methodological report advising caution to researchers using blocked 

randomisation when designing their research, the first report to be supported by 

empirical evidence.  
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5.2: Building blocks for the future  

A relevant question to ask is why the focus has not been on advocating for the use 

of simple randomisation as this is considered more robust than restricted (Hewitt 

and Torgerson, 2006). Although simple randomisation can lead to imbalances 

between groups at baseline this can be accounted for within the statistical 

analysis, and loss of power only occurs at greater than 2:1 imbalance (Hewitt and 

Torgerson, 2006). However, simple randomisation is rarely used in practice 

(Hewitt and Torgerson, 2006, Kahan and Morris, 2012, Kahan et al., 2015). 

Although many alternative methods are available to restrict randomisation, some 

are in their infancy such as pairwise randomisation (Fairhurst et al., 2020), others 

are expensive and prone to technical issues (minimisation) (Brown et al., 2005) 

and others still at the simulation stage (merged block randomisation) (van der Pas, 

2019). To create a positive change and improve allocation concealment 

implementation it is sensible to be pragmatic and focus on what is used in 

practice and is acceptable to researchers.  

  

5.3: Challenging beliefs 

It is well reported that small fixed blocking schemes and stratification by centre 

should be avoided. In paper 5 a fixed block of four was found to be associated 

with increased significant heterogeneity (62%). This was not only expected, due to 

the known prediction of the allocation sequence associated with this block size, 

but confirmed that the analysis undertaken in paper 5 was identifying expected 

heterogeneity and the use was appropriate.  

It was encouraging that there were limited small fixed blocks used within the data 

set and no fixed blocks of four were used in conjunction with centre stratification. 

This suggests the message of avoiding centre stratification and small fixed blocks 

has filtered through the research community. Variable blocking schemes that 

include a block of two within the scheme, were used more frequently in recently 

published RCTs. These schemes were associated with a heterogeneity of 40%, 

with centre stratification slightly increasing the heterogeneity to 42%. This finding 

indicates the vulnerability of a block size of two being incorporated within a 

scheme irrespective of central stratification and the importance that this finding is 
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disseminated. The European medicines agency recommend randomising each 

centre separately (CHMP, 2015), it is plausible to assume researchers could follow 

this advice. They may also implement the safeguard of using small variable 

blocking schemes (including a block size of two) to decrease selection bias, my 

research suggests the contrary could occur.  

If central randomisation is implemented in conjunction with blocking, essential 

methodological details need to be reported. If blocking with small fixed sizes or 

block sizes including a two is undertaken and/or the stratification factor not 

reported, a full ROB assessment cannot be performed. Typically, if an RCT had 

undertaken central randomisation it would be considered a low ROB (Higgins et 

al., 2019). My research demonstrates this could be incorrect. Highlighting again 

that assessing baseline heterogeneity, as detailed in papers 1 and 2, is important 

as an objective way to detect selection bias. To achieve the trifecta, figure 8 

summarises the steps needed when using blocking.  

 

Figure 8: Allocation concealment trifecta for blocking 

 

A concern that may arise regarding the recommendation that block sizes of two 

are avoided, is that larger block sizes are more likely to create a mid-block 

inequality. This would ensue if a treatment occurs at greater frequency earlier 

within the block, there is an interim analysis or the trial ceases recruiting part way 

through a block (Efird, 2011). This is one reason why small blocking schemes of 

random sizes which likely would include a block size of two, have been suggested 
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historically (Schulz, 1995, Schulz and Grimes, 2002c), but which my research 

findings caution against. Alternatively, large random blocking schemes can be 

implemented and the chance of initial treatment runs in a block offset by 

allocating participants using a biased coin approach (Efird, 2011). When using 

random sized blocks in a multicentre study the sample size may vary by site but 

on average be similar, therefore is not considered problematic (Efird, 2011).  

 

5.4: Conclusion  

My research highlights that although blocking can be a robust method when 

larger blocking schemes are implemented, it is vulnerable to subversion when a 

blocking scheme including a block size of two or small fixed blocks are selected. 

An accurate ROB assessment is not always possible as methodological information 

related to blocking is frequently missing in RCT publications. RCTs examined in 

paper 5 were from CONSORT endorsing journals, however, wider reporting which 

includes journals which do not endorse the CONSORT statement are most likely to 

be of poorer quality.  

It is probable that restricted randomisation will continue to be used as larger 

multicentre trials are performed. The insecurity of variable blocking schemes 

using a block size of two needs to be promoted. Strategies to enable robust 

restricted randomisation methods to be implemented need to be developed, 

researched and tested.  
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Section 6: Discussion and future research  

This section presents a discussion around my thesis, how I have met my 

objectives, considers the stakeholders my work impacts, reflects on effective 

dissemination strategies and presents future research questions.  

 

6.1: The trifecta: why is it rarely fulfilled? 

My research has shown that the allocation concealment trifecta is commonly not 

fulfilled. It is however challenging to ascertain whether poor reporting of 

allocation concealment is also indicative of poor implementation.  

Journals are the primary vehicles for disseminating RCT findings and the main data 

source for systematic reviews. Poor reporting quality in journals was observed 

throughout my research. There is no shortage of support and reporting guidance 

(Altman et al., 2008), rather, the issue is poor adherence to the guidelines. Not all 

journals endorse the CONSORT statement, this is a frustrating situation when 

evidence demonstrates adherence to CONSORT improves completeness of 

reporting of RCTs (Hopewell et al., 2010, Moher et al., 2001, Hopewell et al., 2008, 

Altman, 2005, Turner et al., 2012, Xu et al., 2008, del Giglio and Costa, 2004).  

Journals could prevent inadequate reporting of allocation concealment by adding 

safeguarding steps into their publication process. Editors and journals need to 

encourage factually correct, transparent reporting of methodologies even if they 

are not methodologically robust. If the journal endorses CONSORT, the author 

should submit a CONSORT checklist, this needs to be checked thoroughly during 

the reviewing process. It is reported that these checklists do not adequately 

reflect the information needed in published papers, including details pertaining to 

randomisation and allocation concealment, this needs improving (Blanco et al., 

2018). CONSORT checklists may be aimed at an audience with a level of 

methodological knowledge and experience that not all users have. 

Peer reviewers are experts within a field and are asked to critically review and 

appraise research; typically they are not methodologists. This lack of specialist 

knowledge may impact the methodological quality of the publication, due to their 

understanding of how to appraise the extent CONSORT has been adhered to in a 
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manuscript. This demonstrates the importance of involving a methodologist in the 

reviewing process.  All parties have a role to play in ensuring robust reporting. It is 

my belief that authors should take responsibility for reporting their research 

robustly and should not rely on the publishing process alone to drive the 

methodological robustness of their publication.  

Reporting guidelines may provide insufficient advice on how to report the use of 

envelopes as an allocation concealment method. When an author states ‘SNOSE 

only’, they may believe they are adhering to CONSORT. The exploration and 

explanatory documents published alongside reporting guidelines provide detailed 

methodological information and examples of how allocation concealment should 

be reported (Altman et al., 2001b, Moher et al., 2012). However, these are 

lengthy documents and may not be read in full by all those involved in writing and 

reviewing publications.   

In 2018, Schultz et al reflected on the term ‘allocation concealment’ which they 

coined in 1994 and recognised that perhaps many authors and editors define the 

term incorrectly (Schulz et al., 2018). If this lack of understanding is occurring in 

practice it could explain the inadequate implementation and reporting by these 

groups.  

Work is needed to ensure the allocation concealment trifecta is fulfilled, this 

would facilitate high quality research being designed, implemented and reported 

that can contribute to the evidence base with a low ROB.  

 

6.2: Original contribution to knowledge provided by the thesis 

There is a significant body of work describing the problems of poor allocation 

concealment in randomised controlled trials; my research explores ways to 

address this. This thesis has formed a coherent body of work; with each paper 

building on the previous. I met my objectives of identifying ways to detect 

selection bias in systematic reviews, and prevent selection bias by improving the 

implementation and reporting of the allocation concealment methods of 

envelope and blocking. My work makes an original contribution to the knowledge 

base in the following ways: 
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- I developed a novel technique to identify systematic reviews of RCTs that 

potentially suffer from selection bias by including biased component trials 

and are therefore at risk of erroneous conclusions. I demonstrate baseline 

age heterogeneity, which can only be explained by the inclusion of RCTs 

with baseline selection bias (paper 1). 

- In paper 2 I extended this technique by demonstrating a more 

powerful/trial specific covariates in a baseline meta-analysis are 

associated with greater heterogeneity. 

- I showed that this baseline heterogeneity is not a function of the reviews 

including ‘old’ trials because poor allocation concealment, which is the 

most likely explanation of selection bias, is still prevalent in recently 

published trials (paper 3).  

-  I identified that allocation concealment is both poorly reported and 

implemented; envelope use was observed to be suboptimal and insecure 

blocking schedules were selected (paper 3). I therefore conducted 

research to aid the robust application of these methods (papers 4 and 5). 

- I show that envelopes are widely employed and will continue to be so for 

pragmatic reasons. In response I created an original reference guide for 

researchers to improve envelope implementation and reporting (paper 4) 

- I have published the first report based on empirical evidence (rather than 

modelling studies) that demonstrates RCTs using small variable blocking 

schemes that include a two are at risk of subversion (paper 5).  

 

 

6.3: Disseminating the methodological research presented in this 

thesis 

Disseminating methodological research benefits all stakeholders involved in RCT 

design and conduct, providing the foundation for high-quality research outputs 

leading to treatment progression for patients. The key stakeholders that could 

benefit from my research are: 
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- Systematic reviewers: the techniques demonstrated in papers 1 and 2 

may lead to more accurate conclusions when undertaking systematic 

reviews. 

- Policy and decision makers: if more robust systematic reviews are 

undertaken by applying techniques presented in 1 and 2, and 

implementation and reporting of allocation concealment is more robust 

(papers 4 and 5) policy and decisions will be able to make firmer 

recommendations benefitting patient care. 

- Healthcare and clinical staff: research in healthcare is often undertaken by 

clinical staff, not methodologists. My research can aid their understanding 

of the power of an RCT to influence practice and the importance of robust 

allocation concealment implementation and subsequent reporting when 

critiquing research. Robust conduct of research may also increase 

professional and organisation reputation. 

- Medical, nursing and allied health professional (AHP) students: increased 

knowledge about robust implementation and reporting of allocation 

concealment may safeguard future research from selection bias and 

suboptimal reporting.  

- Recruiting personnel: my research may prevent the subversion of trials as 

recruiters will have increased awareness of the importance of robust 

allocation concealment implementation.  

- Research funders and reviewers: paper 3 demonstrates suboptimal 

allocation concealment methods are funded, papers 4 and 5 provide 

information to aid decisions on funding applications proposing to use 

envelopes or blocking.  

- Journal editors and peer reviewers: paper 3 demonstrates that reporting 

of allocation concealment methods needs to be improved. Papers 4 and 5 

detail what methodological information should be reported for envelopes 

and blocking respectively. 

- Patients: if allocation concealment implementation and reporting is 

improved this would reduce selection bias, improving the accuracy of 

research and systematic reviews which could positively impact patient 

care.  
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6.3.1: Effective dissemination  

This thesis is submitted for a PhD by Publication. Each publication has been 

through an editorial and peer review process which has influenced the contents 

as well as where the paper was published. It took several weeks to find suitable 

peer reviewers for papers 1 and 4 as there was such a small pool with relevant 

backgrounds and research interests. If methodological papers are mainly reported 

within specialist journals it will take longer for trial methodology and reporting to 

reach a wide audience and effect change, impacting the time that it will take for 

patients to benefit from allocation concealment trifecta fulfilment.  

Effective dissemination strategies for methodological research are debated 

amongst methodologists, with a focus on more novel, audience-specific avenues 

rather than via the traditional journal route. Suggestions include training and 

informative webinars targeting specific audiences, short videos/animations for 

distribution via social media, using outlets such as Slack, Discord and scientific 

blogs (Better Methods, September 10th 2021). The introduction of open reporting 

platforms, such as F1000 Research (F1000, 2022) may change the reporting 

landscape and lead to more open and transparent reporting. Research on 

Research (RoR) (Research-on-Research, 2022) is a new initiative with the tag line 

‘Building and connecting global communities to enhance research through 

research’ and may be an avenue to disseminate methodological research.  

 

6.4: Future research  

My research highlights the need for practical ways to ensure the allocation 

concealment trifecta is achieved, selection bias is minimised as far as possible and 

detected when it is not possible to prevent. This can only occur by identifying and 

working with all stakeholders involved in research design, conduct and reporting.  

It is important that in addition to focussing on the immediate improvements that 

can be made, we look to the future and try to change practices to improve 

research design, implementation and reporting. Ultimately, we need to stop 

insecure allocation concealment being implemented and advocate for secure 

methods to be robustly implemented and reported.  
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During the progression of my research, I identified a number of areas that would 

benefit from further investigation. The areas, the methodologies I feel would be 

appropriate, and the stakeholders for which the research would be relevant are 

presented in table 2. 
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Table 2: Future research questions identified from research undertaken within this thesis  

Dissemination methods and engagement 

Research question Proposed methods Relevant stakeholders 

 

How can the 

findings of 

methodological 

research be 

disseminated 

more effectively 

to ensure take up 

in practice? 

 

As has been identified, methodological research could benefit from more novel 

dissemination approaches, this now needs trialling. There are many different 

groups that would be positively impacted by methodological research, but not all 

would engage with, or read, traditional methodological journal publications. For 

example, I have had positive responses and email correspondence from systematic 

reviewers who had read my research in papers 1 and 2, but recruiters or health 

care staff may be less likely to read a journal publication, such as paper 4, around 

envelope use.  

An initial method would be to survey different stakeholders to determine how to 

best disseminate this information. Engagement with different platforms (such as 

Research on Research(Research-on-Research, 2022)) and different working groups 

to help identify mechanisms to disseminate research would also be useful.  

The aim of disseminating and engaging with groups about methodological research 

would be to improve the allocation concealment trifecta and ultimately lead to 

advances in patient care. 

 

 

• Funders 

• Peer reviewers of 

publications 

• Researchers/trial 

personnel 

• Personnel involved in 

recruiting participants 

• Policy/decision 

makers   

• Reviewers for funding 

applications 

• Regulatory/advisory 

bodies 

• Medical, nursing and 

AHP clinical staff and 

students 

• Systematic reviewers 
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Exploring the use of baseline heterogeneity as reported in papers 1 and 2 

Research question Proposed methods Relevant stakeholders 

 

How can the 

techniques piloted 

in papers 1 and 2 

be explored 

further to 

promote their use 

within systematic 

reviews  

 

Papers 1 and 2 were exemplars of the use of baseline heterogeneity, but given the 

amount of missing data on allocation concealment in the included studies, 

replication of this work is needed.  

Collaborating with systematic reviewers and organisations responsible for the 

conduct of systematic reviews (such as the Cochrane (Cochrane, 2022) and the 

Campbell Collaborations (Collaboration, 2022)) would enable targeted work to 

promote, pragmatically explore and refine further the use of the technique 

explored in papers 1 and 2. Protocols could be developed which include this 

complementary technique. Systematic reviews could be assessed using this 

technique within a range of different research areas. Different prognostic variables 

could be identified across a range of trial types to further inform systematic 

reviewers regarding which variables should be tested at baseline.  

The technique presented in papers 1 and 2 could also be applied to systematic 

reviews that have been previously reported. Systematic reviews that are found to 

be impacted by biased RCTs would then be identified and conclusions investigated 

to ensure biased and potentially harmful conclusions are not impacting healthcare 

decisions and treatments. 

 

 

• Systematic reviewers 

• Policy/decision 

makers 
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Education and understanding to ensure that allocation concealment is implemented and reported robustly 

Research question Proposed methods Relevant stakeholders 

 

What methods can 

be explored to 

increase education 

and understanding 

to increase the 

robust 

implementation 

and reporting of 

allocation 

concealment  

 

I found allocation concealment was implemented and reported poorly within RCTs 

that were included in all my research. As stated in section 6.1, many individuals 

involved in healthcare research are not methodologists. It is essential that ways to 

engage and work with all stakeholders involved in research to improve their 

knowledge around the robust implementation and reporting and allocation 

concealment. Suggested methods to explore are targeted lectures, workshops, 

mentors and practical work experience tailored specifically for different 

stakeholder groups (Sharp and Curlewis, 2019).  

It has been suggested that one group that could be targeted are students in 

healthcare and related professions/fields as they may undertake research within 

their careers (Glasziou and Chalmers, 2018). If this group can be taught about 

allocation concealment this could stop perpetuating poor methodological 

knowledge and thus poor implementation and reporting. Specifically identifying 

ways that methodologists can engage with this group would be beneficial to avoid 

future research waste. 

 

Engaging with funders and funding panel members may decrease suboptimal 

allocation concealment methods from being funded.  

 

• Medical, nursing and 

AHP clinical staff and 

students 

• Policy/decision 

makers 

• Regulatory/advisory 

bodies 

• Researchers/trial 

personnel 

• Personnel involved in 

recruiting participants 

• Funders  
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Motives to subvert trials 

Research question Proposed methods Relevant stakeholders 

 

Why do 

individuals subvert 

trials? Can further 

understanding of 

motives lead to 

the development 

of interventions to 

reduce 

subversion? 

 

My research observed poor implementation of allocation concealment. These 

observations imply that there was deliberate tampering of the allocation sequence 

(papers 1, 2 and 5 did demonstrate evidence of baseline heterogeneity of age). 

Irrespective of the motive, this is evidence that the research was subverted. 

Similarly, papers 3 and 4 demonstrated poor implementation of allocation 

concealment where subversion could have occurred.  

It is known that frequently intervention/experimental groups are associated with 

more hope and positive expectations so subversion is more likely to occur in this 

group (Paludan-Müller et al., 2016). There are known situations where the patient 

recruiters will prefer the control group, such as when the perceived benefit is 

negligible. This has been observed in an RCT testing homeopathy versus standard 

care (Hróbjartsson et al., 2012). The patient recruiter may also want the best 

possible care for the patient which conflicts with the desire to conduct a 

methodologically robust RCT. The most dominant motive will influence whether 

they try to subvert allocations and into which group (Paludan-Müller et al., 2016).  

Determining why individuals subvert trials may be helpful in determining methods 

to prevent subversion. This could lead to identifying training about the importance 

of allocation concealment and the promotion of the importance of adhering to the 

 

• Personnel involved in 

recruiting participants  

• Medical, nursing and 

AHP clinical staff and 

students 
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allocation schedule to prevent subversion. The aim of this research would be to 

improve the allocation concealment trifecta by improving allocation concealment 

implementation  

Writing and publishing robust RCT publications 

Research question Proposed methods Relevant stakeholders 

 

How can reporting 

of allocation 

concealment 

methods be 

improved in 

publications of 

RCTs?  

 

All papers included in this thesis observed poor reporting. Poor reporting of RCTs is 

not new and was the driver for the CONSORT statement in 1996. However, recently 

reported RCTs are still lacking essential methodological details. Exploring what the 

barriers and challenges are to robust reporting of allocation concealment would 

enable targeted guidance created for the needs of different audiences to support 

writing robust and transparent RCT publications. Work could be undertaken with 

editors to assess the reviewing process to identify ways to improve reporting 

quality that is operational within the infrastructure journals can provide, as well as 

a process that would be acceptable to authors. Working with funders and authors 

would enable targeted recommendations to be made to improve the 

implementation and reporting of allocation concealment.  

However, work so far in this area has still not improved reporting adequately. An 

avenue to explore would be to assess the effectiveness and acceptability of using a 

more prescriptive template to support less experienced authors to report 

methodological information.  

 

• Researchers/trial 

personnel involved in 

publishing RCTs                  

• Funders 

• Journal Editors  

• Medical, nursing and 

AHP clinical staff and 

students involved in 

publishing RCTs 
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Currently the journal ‘Trials’ is piloting the use of a SPIRIT protocol submission 

template (Trials, 2022). The completeness of reporting and acceptability with 

authors and journal personnel could be explored. This may lead to the 

development of a simple template to aid the reporting of key methodological 

factors associated with RCTs. This template could act as a reporting prompt by 

breaking down the detail that is necessary to be reported in relation to allocation 

concealment.   

Research Waste 

Research question Proposed methods Relevant stakeholders 

 

Does promoting 

the research 

waste associated 

with suboptimal 

implementation 

and/or reporting 

of allocation 

concealment 

result in fulfilment 

of the allocation 

concealment 

trifecta? 

 

The implementation and reporting of allocation concealment observed throughout 

this thesis was suboptimal with many component publications of papers 1-5 

contributing to research waste. This is not only a waste of resources; it could 

potentially influence progress to patient care. 

Work needs to be undertaken in promoting the research waste (both the financial 

and other resources) of trials that use poor allocation concealment methods. This 

would enable the consequence of choosing an inexpensive but insecure allocation 

concealment method against a more expensive but robust method of allocation 

concealment to be understood. This may motivate researchers and funders to 

budget and employ more expensive third-party services if appropriate to their 

research design as these will result in more robust research.  

 

• Researchers/trial 

personnel 

• Personnel involved in 

recruiting participants 

• Systematic reviewers 

• Reviewers for funding 

applications 

• Policy/Decision 

makers 

• Funders  

• Reviewers of 

publications 
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Work with funders is needed to identify mechanisms to assess the robustness of 

allocation concealment methods which could then result in more robust methods 

being funded.  

Additionally, some groups involved in research (such as medical staff/students) 

may not be familiar with the term research waste. Providing education and training 

on research waste highlights and puts into context the importance of robust 

allocation concealment implementation and reporting. 

Illustrating the importance of adhering to the randomisation schedule to those 

involved in recruiting participants may avoid future research waste by preventing 

subversion.  

• Regulatory/advisory 

bodies 

• Medical, nursing and 

AHP clinical staff and 

students  

Envelope Use 

Research question Proposed methods Relevant stakeholders 

 

How can the 

implementation 

and reporting of 

the allocation 

concealment 

method of 

envelopes be 

improved?  

 

Paper 4 demonstrated that envelopes are going to continue to be implemented 

but, crucially, their implementation and reporting needs to be improved to fulfil 

the allocation concealment trifecta. Paper 4 presented a reference guide detailing 

how to do this but did not explore how to disseminate this knowledge, or how best 

to engage and promote this with a range of stakeholders that are impacted by 

envelope use. Exploring the media avenue and creating an instructional video may 

be a useful tool in promoting robust secure envelopes.  A video of best practice in 

 

• Researchers/trial 

personnel 

• Personnel involved in 

recruiting participants 

• Reviewers for funding 

applications 

• Funders 
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randomisation which includes envelopes, may be accessed more widely as a video 

on envelopes only could be too niche and result in less engagement.  

Promoting the appropriateness of envelope use is needed to ensure that envelopes 

are not used if a more robust alterative is possible. 

• Reviewers of 

publications  

Restricted randomisation  

Research question Proposed methods Relevant stakeholders 

 

How can newer, 

more novel and 

robust restricted 

randomisation 

methods be 

promoted to 

increase 

engagement by 

stakeholders? 

 

Paper 3 demonstrated that blocking was not implemented well and paper 5 

demonstrated that blocking schemes including a block size of two are at risk of 

subversion. Blocking is frequently used to restrict randomisation, therefore 

recommendations to improve this could lead in the short-term to more robustly 

implemented research. However, research needs to be improved in the longer 

term, therefore I concluded my research in paper 5 by making suggestions on other 

methods that could be used to restrict randomisation that may be more robust (as 

they are less likely to be predicted). The next step would be to investigate these 

different methods to restrict randomisation and the acceptability of these to 

different user groups. This should include examining the cost effectiveness of the 

more robust method of minimisation compared to the less costly but more 

insecure method of blocking to restrict randomisation. Promoting specific details 

about the robust implementation and reporting of the different methods to ensure 

the trifecta is complete would be beneficial.  

 

• Researchers/trial 

personnel 

• Personnel involved in 

recruiting participants 

• Funders  

• Advisory bodies 
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Section 7: Conclusion to the thesis  

Research is not performed within a vacuum. It is shaped by what has come before 

and what will come after. Participants give their time and share confidential data 

when taking part in research in the belief that they are contributing to knowledge 

in a given area. The research community has an ethical and moral responsibility to 

participants and all stakeholders to ensure that research is undertaken and 

reported with methodological rigour. This thesis has been written during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, the consequences of which are likely to be scarcer resources 

for undertaking research for many years. It is more important than ever that 

research should be designed, undertaken and reported with minimal waste and 

maximum value to the knowledge base (Glasziou and Chalmers, 2017). Through 

my exploration of methods to detect selection bias, and the implementation and 

reporting of allocation concealment, this thesis has demonstrated that we have a 

long way to go to fulfil the allocation concealment trifecta.  
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Section 8: Abbreviations  

 

AHP Allied health professional 
 

BMI Body Mass Index 
 

BMJ 
 

British Medical Journal 

CONSORT 
 

Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials 

EQUATOR  
 

Enhancing the quality and transparency of health research 

JAMA 
 

Journal of the American Medical Association 

NEJM 
 

New England Journal of Medicine 

RCT(s) 
 

Randomised controlled trial(s) 

ROB 
 

Risk of Bias 

RoB2  
 

Risk of Bias 2 

RoR 
 

Research on research 

SNOSE 
 

Sequentially numbered opaque sealed envelopes 
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Section 9: Glossary  

Allocation concealment: A technique used to prevent selection bias by concealing 

the allocation sequence from those assigning participants to intervention groups, 

until the moment of assignment. Allocation concealment prevents researchers 

from (unconsciously or otherwise) influencing which participants are assigned to a 

given intervention group. 

 

Allocation Concealment Trifecta: the three elements that constitute robust 

allocation concealment; designing an RCT and selecting a robust allocation 

concealment method, robust implementation and reporting.  

 

Methodologist:  researcher who has expertise in the area of robust research 

design, conduct, analysis and publication 

 

Restricted Randomisation: Any procedure used with random assignment to 

achieve balance between study groups in size or baseline characteristics. 

 

Selection Bias: A systematic error in creating intervention groups, such that they 

differ with respect to prognosis. That is, the groups differ in measured or 

unmeasured baseline characteristics because of the way participants were 

selected or assigned. Also used to mean that the participants are not 

representative of the population of all possible participants. 

 

Simple Randomisation: Randomisation without restriction. In a two-group trial, it 

is analogous to the toss of a coin. 
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Appendix 1: randomisation and allocation concealment details  

 

Table 1: different randomisation methods and additional comments related to their implementation and reporting 

 Example 
randomisation 

methods 

Definition How this may be described in a publication  Comments related to implementing 
and reporting 

 

A
d

eq
u

at
e 

m
et

h
o

d
s 

 
Central or third-
party randomisation 
 

The recruiter contacts a central 
centre by telephone or via web 
access to enrol the participant to the 
study. The centre holds the 
randomisation sequence and 
allocates the participant to the RCT 

Third party telephone to secretariat of the 
clinical effectiveness unit at the royal college of 
surgeons, England. Computer randomisation 
without restriction (Brown et al., 2007) 

A full description of the methodology is 
still needed detailing who performed 
the randomisation 
 
The randomisation method should be 
stated even when ‘central 
randomisation’ has been implemented. 
For example blocking could have been 
undertaken and it is important that the 
block size is also stated.  
 
These are adequate allocation methods 
but an explanation of how they were 
concealed from trial personnel is also 
needed.  
 

 
Random number 
tables 
 

A table of numbers arranged 
randomly in row and columns. The 
table is read into one way (by 
column) and the participant 
allocated a number. The number 
dictates which treatment group they 
are in.  

Patients were randomised to three month or six 
month follow up groups. After the research 
assistant collected baseline data and obtained 
consent for an eligible patient, the project 
coordinator assigned the patient of the 
particular doctor to three month or six month 
follow up from a predetermined list generated 
from a random number table (Birtwhistle et al., 
2004).  

Computer generated 
random numbers 
 

Similar to the above, a computer 
program generates a list of random 
numbers  

The nurse provided antibiotic (azithromycin) 
treatment, explained the trial, and asked for 
written consent. Those who agreed were 
randomised individually using computer 
generated random numbers in permuted blocks, 
stratified by practice (Low et al., 2006) 

P
ro

b
le

m
at

ic
 

m
e

th
o

d
s 

 

 
 
 
 
 

The treatment allocation is placed in 
an envelope. Either 
 
1.The allocation is placed in the 
envelopes are then shuffled  

 
The sequence was generated by one of us, who 
enclosed the numbers indicating the 
assignments in sealed, numbered envelopes. 
(Borghi et al., 2002) 

Envelopes are easy to subvert and need 
to be implemented robustly and 
reported transparently 
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Envelopes 
 

 
2.An allocation sequence has been 
created and the allocations are 
placed in the envelopes in 
accordance to the allocation 
sequence  

 
Randomization was performed with the use of 
sealed envelopes (Gæde et al., 2003).  

The details of who created the 
envelopes is needed as well as who 
opened them. A description of the 
envelope security measures is needed.  
 
Envelopes are frequently reported 
poorly and their description varies 
widely.  
 
Paper 4 and section 4 of this thesis 
discuss envelopes in further detail  

 
 
 
Restricted methods 
such as blocking 
 
 
 

Randomisation occurs in blocks and 
prevents groups becoming 
numerically imbalanced. 
 
Eg a block size of 6. 
 
A =control group 
B = intervention group 
Examples blocks include: 
AAABBB. AABBAB. ABABAB  
 

Randomization was computer derived, with 
blocking into 3 groups to allow for orderly 
recruitment into both study groups and to 
reduce the risk of uneven recruitment late in the 
series (Dixon et al., 2008) 
 
 
Randomisation was done via a central telephone 
service using a computer-generated 
randomisation schedule prepared by a 
researcher not involved in treatment allocation, 
with balanced, variable blocks (sizes 2, 4, and 6), 
stratified by centre (Morris et al., 2016) 
 

Restriction of the allocation sequence 
can lead to prediction of the allocation 
sequence  
 
Stratification factor should be stated in 
publication  
 
The block size needs to be stated.  
 
The method of generating the allocation 
sequence still needs to be reported  
 
Paper 5 and section 5 discuss blocking in 
further details 

 
 
Minimisation and 
adaptative designs 
such as biased coin 
or urn randomisation 
 

The first participant enters the trial 
and the treatment allocated to the 
next and subsequent participants 
enrolled on the characteristics of 
those participants already enrolled. 
This results in trial groups which are 
not imbalanced (Altman and Bland, 
2005) 
 
 

A deterministic minimisation algorithm, based 
on side of haematoma and minimum depth from 
cortical surface, was initially used to ensure 
balance between the two groups, within every 
country where patients were 
recruited.(Mendelow et al., 2005) 
 
 
 
 

 
If Minimisation is used it should be fully 
reported in the publication including the 
variables used to allocate participants 
and how the random element was 
applied if necessary. It is accepted as a 
robust method even when there is no 
random element (Treasure and MacRae, 
1998, Brown et al., 2005).   
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Adaptative designs: 
Adaptative randomisation methods 
can be used to randomise 
participants to groups on several 
covariates so that the groups are 
balanced at baseline on potentially 
prognostic variables. It is particularly 
useful in small studies where simple 
randomisation or blocking with one 
or two stratification factors could 
result in imbalance (Frane, 1998). 
Covariate adaptive randomisation 
uses minimisation as it assesses the 
imbalance of sample size amongst 
several covariates (Suresh, 2011). 
 

 
Adaptative designs: 
 
The assignment to treatment groups was 
balanced according to age at entry (≤49 or ≥50 
years), clinical tumor size (2.0 to 4 cm or ≥4.1 
cm), hormone-receptor status (estrogen-
receptor–positive, progesterone-receptor–
positive, or both vs. estrogenreceptor–negative 
and progesterone-receptor–negative), and 
clinical nodal status (negative vs. positive). 
Randomization was performed within these 
strata, with the use of a biased-coin approach to 
ensure balanced treatment assignments within 
an institution.(Bear et al., 2012) 
 
 
Patients were randomly assigned in a 1:1 ratio to 
either interventional management of the 
pneumothorax (intervention group) or 
conservative management (conservative-
management group), with stratification 
according to trial site; randomization was 
performed with the use of an adaptive biased-
coin (urn) technique (Brown et al., 2020)  

Adaptative designs: 
Recommended that consultation with a 
statistician may be necessary (Schulz 
and Grimes, 2002b, Schulz and Grimes, 
2002a, Berger et al., 2003) when 
assessing the robustness of the 
technique reported in a publication. 
Methodological details should be 
reported in full in the publication. 

In
ad

eq
u

at
e 

m
et

h
o

d
s 

 
Pseudo or quasi 
randomisation 

Participants were randomised using 
a known sequence or pattern, 
therefore is not truly random. 
Examples include alternation or 
month of birth 

Consecutively enrolled patients were assigned in 
alternating order to receive daily or 
conventional hemodialysis. (Schiffl et al., 2002).  

These are unacceptable as the 
allocation sequence is not concealed – 
the allocation sequence is open and 
easy for participants to be selected into 
one group or another as there is 
foreknowledge of the allocation 
assignment.  
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Table 2: Randomisation and allocation reporting: examples and an explanation of good and poor reporting of methodological details related to 

randomisation and allocation concealment  

 
Reporting 
judgement 

 
Publication description 

Methodological details 
described in full   in the 

publication  

 
Explanation of reporting judgement 

Randomisation  Allocation 
concealment  

Good Randomization was conducted in block sizes of 4 and 
included equal numbers of women and men in each 
treatment group. Participants and investigators were not 
blinded to the randomization due to significant 
differences between formulations (eTable 1 in 
Supplement 2). Allocation concealment was not 
performed. (Matta et al., 2020) 

Yes Yes Randomisation details were provided, including the block 
size. 
 
Allocation concealment implementation was poor, however 
the reporting quality was good as the authors stated that 
allocation concealment was not undertaken.  
 

WHO prepared lists for randomisation using permuted 
blocks of variable length (6-8-10), with block sizes 
presented in random order. Separate randomisation lists 
were prepared for each site according to nutrition status 
of the children (severely malnourished, defined by WHO 
as oedema or severe wasting=weight for height <70% 
(−3 z score) or severe stunting=height for age <85% (−3 z 
score) versus not severely malnourished, as assessed 
during the baseline examination), and individual patient 
assignments were placed in opaque sealed envelopes. 
After each patient was selected for study, the next 
envelope in order of study numbers (that is, in numerical 
sequence) was opened to determine the treatment 
assignment: thus the investigator could not know the 
order of randomisation and was unable to predict the 
next assignment.  
 
Before opening each envelope the doctor in charge 
signed and dated the opening flap of the envelope. The 
card inside, with the patient’s treatment assignment, 

Yes Yes Full details of the randomisation and allocation concealment 
methods were reported  
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and the signed envelope were attached to the patient’s 
study file. To prevent tampering with the randomisation 
process, envelopes were checked to ensure that the 
assignment could not be seen before the envelope was 
opened. During site visits the presence of the signature, 
date, and time notification was evaluated and compared 
with the date and time of randomisation recorded in the 
medical record.(Asghar et al., 2008) 
 

Poor After random assignment to transplantation with 
peripheral blood cells or bone marrow, the patients were 
stratified according 
to treatment center, age («30 or >30 years), and stage of 
cancer 
(less advanced or more advanced). Within these strata, 
assignments 
were balanced in blocks of random size. (Bensinger et al., 
2001) 

No No Blocking was undertaken, the stratification factors were 
reported but the block sizes were not stated, only ‘blocks of 
random size’.  
 
No allocation concealment details were provided  

The nurse provided antibiotic (azithromycin) treatment, 
explained the trial, and asked for written consent. Those 
who agreed were randomised individually using 
computer generated random numbers in permuted 
blocks, stratified by practice. Allocation was concealed 
until assignment by using a central computerised 
telephone system, which the nurse had to telephone to 
obtain the assignment.(Low et al., 2006) 

No Yes Allocation concealment described.  
 
The block size was not stated when describing the 
randomisation. If an insecure block size was used, the 
allocation sequence could have been predicted leading to 
potential selection bias 

Patients were randomly assigned, in a 1:1 ratio, to 
receive posaconazole or either fluconazole or 
itraconazole (Cornely et al., 2007) 

No No No details provided on either randomisation or allocation 
concealment methods  
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Appendix 2: worked example of an RCT explaining why it could be impacted by 

selection bias 

 

Title of RCT: Efficacy of a Sexual Assault Resistance Program for University Women (Senn et al., 
2015) 
 
Aim:  To assess whether a new, four-unit, small-group sexual assault resistance program as 
compared with access to brochures on sexual assault, could reduce the 1-year incidence of 
completed rape among first-year female students at three universities. 
 
Methodological information on randomisation and allocation concealment included in 
publication: Randomization was performed in permuted blocks of two with the use of the online 
tool Randomize.net, with stratification according to site 
 
Number of sites: three  
 
Number and allocation of participants: 452 into the control, 464 into the intervention group  
 
Conclusion: ‘Rigorously designed and executed sexual assault resistance program was successful 
in decreasing the occurrence of rape, attempted rape, and other forms of victimization among 
first-year university women.’ 
 
Methodological analysis and commentary 
 
A block size of two was used which is considered a block size that should be avoided due to the 
chance of predicting the allocation sequence. Additionally, the authors state that a block of two 
stratified by site was undertaken then the allocation will be perfectly balanced at each site if an 
even number of women were recruited at each site. If recruitment finished mid-way through a 
block at each site, then with three sites the biggest imbalance across the trial should be three. In 
this trial the imbalance between groups was 12 which is not possible with the block size 
employed, this suggests that an insecure allocation system was used and the results could be 
impacted by selection bias.  
 
Without further understanding regarding this imbalance the conclusions made in the paper 
should be treated with caution.   
 
Considering the wider picture: 
 
Participants: Participants have given their time and confidential data to take part in a research 
study with methodological flaws. The conclusions may be biased and impacted by selection bias, 
this strategy may not decrease rape, attempted rape and victimisation in this participant group. 
  
Researchers: There are research teams designing research with insecure allocation concealment 
(due to a block size of two being implemented) and not transparently explaining the numerically 
impossible group assignments when reporting the RCT. Without further information it suggests 
that recruiters could have selected participants into one of the two treatment groups.  
 
Journals: The reviewing process did not identify the methodological flaws of this RCT, it resulted 
in the RCT being accepted for publication in a high impact medical journal. 
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Appendix 3: paper 1  

A methodological review of recent meta-analysis has found significant heterogeneity in age between 

randomised groups 

 

Appendices for paper 1: 

Appendix 1. Reference list of RCTs included in our review from each of the 12 Systematic Reviews.   

Appendix 2: Forest plots for the meta-analysis of baseline age for each of the 12 Systematic Reviews 

Appendix 3. Bubble plots and meta-regression statistics for each of the 12 Systematic review.   
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Abstract

Background: There is evidence to suggest that component randomized controlled trials (RCTs) within systematic reviews may be
biased. It is important that these reviews are identified to prevent erroneous conclusions influencing health care policies and decisions.

Purpose: To assess the likelihood of bias in trials in 12 meta-analyses.
Design: A review of 12 systematic reviews.
Data Sources: Twelve recently published systematic reviews with 503 component randomized trials, published in the British Medical

Journal, The Lancet, Journal of the American Medical Association, and The Annals of Internal Medicine before May 2012.
Study Selection and Data Extraction: Systematic reviews were eligible for inclusion if they included only RCTs. We obtained the full

text for the component RCTs of the 12 systematic reviews (in English only). We extracted summary data on age, number of participants in
each treatment group, and the method of allocation concealment for each RCT.

Data Synthesis: Five of the 12 meta-analyses exhibited heterogeneity in age differences (I2 O 0.30), when there should have been
none. In two meta-analyses, the age of the intervention group was significantly greater than that of the control group. Inadequate allocation
concealment was a statistically significant predictor of heterogeneity in one trial as observed by a metaregression.

Conclusions: Most of the sample of recent meta-analyses showed that there were signs of imbalance and/or heterogeneity in ages be-
tween treatment groups, when there should have been none. Systematic reviewers might consider using the techniques described here to
assess the validity of their findings. � 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Systematic review; Selection bias; Randomized controlled trials; Methods; Meta-analysis; Heterogeneity

1. Introduction

Ideally, a systematic review and meta-analysis of random-
ized controlled trials (RCTs) should be used to inform clinical
practice [1]. However, there is good evidence to suggest that
some RCTs in systematic reviews may be biased because of
insecure allocation concealment [2e8]. The assessment of
whether a meta-analysis contains such biased trials is impor-
tant in relation to the validity of the findings. One approach
outlined by Trowman et al. is to undertake a meta-analysis
of an important baseline variable, in their case body weight

[9], incorporating all the trials in the review. They found that
therewas significant imbalance, which explained virtually all
the difference between groups at follow-up. This approach of
using a baseline variable, which randomization should ensure
would differ only by chance, allows us to assess whether a
meta-analysis of RCTs is reliable. To date, techniques using
baseline information are not routinely used to assess the qual-
ity of meta-analyses. Trowman et al. used baseline body
weight because this was the most powerful predictor of the
outcome (ie, final body weight). However, in many meta-
analyses, the outcome variable either is not reported at
randomization or is not possible to collect. Another poten-
tially powerful predictor of outcome is age. Age is usually a
good predictor of outcome; older people tend to have worse
outcomes than younger people. Furthermore, if one wishes
to subvert the allocation of a trial then consciously or uncon-
sciously misallocating according to a person’s age is
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What is new?

What this adds to what was known?
� A previous meta-analysis of RCTs has found a sta-

tistically significant difference in a baseline vari-
able. This study adds to this single finding by
looking at a sample of 12 recent meta-analyses of
RCTs and shows that a majority of studies show
either heterogeneity or baseline imbalance in age
when there should be none.

What this adds to what was known?
� This study suggests that there is a widespread prob-

lem among meta-analyses of RCTs.

What is the implication and what should change
now?
� All meta-analysis of RCTs should undertake a

meta-analysis of key baseline variables to check
for imbalance and heterogeneity.

relatively simple to do. Finally, we expect that most trials
should report the mean age with standard deviations
(SDs) of participants by group allocation. This study, there-
fore, is an advance on the article by Trowman et al. Further-
more, Trowman et al. were mainly interested in baseline
imbalance rather than heterogeneity (where they found
none). Whether there is baseline imbalance, whilst of
concern, is probably not as important as whether baseline
heterogeneity exists. Significant heterogeneity of baseline
age within a systematic review of randomized trials would
indicate that the whole review is unsound, because it in-
cludes trials with biased randomization. Consequently, re-
sults from such a review must be treated with a great
deal of caution. In this article, therefore, we assess hetero-
geneity in age between randomized groups in a sample of
recently published meta-analyses to assess whether these
are at risk of bias. This review is an exemplar to investigate
the extent of the issue in a set of systematic reviews pub-
lished in high-impact, prestigious journals.

2. Methods

In editions dating back from May 2012, we identified the
first three systematic reviews containing only RCTs pub-
lished in each of The Annals of Internal Medicine, The
British Medical Journal, The Journal of the American Med-
ical Association, and The Lancet. These journals were
selected, because they are the highest impact medical jour-
nals that frequently publish meta-analyses of RCTs. Other
high-impact journals, such as the New England Journal of
Medicine do not publish high numbers of meta-analyses.

2.1. Data extraction

Where available, the full-text articles of the component
RCTs from the 12 reviews available in English were
retrieved. In addition to the method of allocation conceal-
ment, the following information was extracted for each trial
arm where possible: summary of age (mean or median), its
measure of dispersion (SD, standard error [SE], range, and
interquartile range), and number of participants. Double,
independent data extraction was performed by two re-
searchers (ie, authors of this article); any disagreements
were resolved by discussion. No other aspect of trial design
was extracted from the articles, and we did not contact the
trial authors of randomized trials where data were not avail-
able in the published articles.

2.1.1. Allocation concealment
Adequacy of allocation concealment was judged using

the Cochrane handbook criteria [10]. Trials were classified
as adequate, inadequate, or unclear. The reviewers made a
judgment as to the quality of allocation concealment
without knowing whether there was an age imbalance for
that appraised trial.

2.1.2. Age
If age was not summarized using the mean and SD, for

example, if median and range were presented, measures
were converted using standard approximation formulas
[11]. A fixed effect meta-analysis of age was performed
for each review on the assumption that there was a common
treatment estimate (ie, zero) across the randomized trials.
The P-value for the difference in age between the control
and intervention groups for each systematic review was
calculated. The I2 value of heterogeneity from the meta-
analysis was interpreted in line with the Cochrane hand-
book guidelines: 0%e40% might not be important; 30%
e60% may represent moderate heterogeneity; 50%e90%
may represent substantial heterogeneity; and 75%e100%
considerable heterogeneity [12]. A metaregression was per-
formed for each review to assess whether allocation
concealment adequacy was a predictor of heterogeneity.
Meta-analyses and regression were performed in Compre-
hensive Meta-Analysis 2 (Biostat, Englewood, NJ, USA).

If the null hypothesis is true, the P-values from indepen-
dent two-sample t-tests should follow a uniform distribu-
tion reasonably well provided the data on which the
t-tests are carried out are normally distributed and the tests
are independent [13]. We applied this theory here. A sys-
tematic reviewer can assess for differences in a continuous
baseline covariate between the control and intervention
groups using a t-test for each RCT in their review. For each
test, the null hypothesis should be true; therefore, statisti-
cally testing differences in the control and intervention
groups at baseline across trials included in a systematic re-
view should yield P-values with a uniform distribution if
the randomizations were all faithful. That is, |10% of the
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P-values should lie within each interval of size 0.1. For
each systematic review, we compared the distribution of
P-values obtained from a t-test for the age of the control
and intervention groups from each component trial to that
expected using the chi-square goodness-of-fit test. A further
analysis for continuous variables is based on the principle
of the central limit theorem (CLT), and its use has previ-
ously been described in a similar context [14]. The CLT
states that the mean value of samples taken repeatedly from
the same population will be approximately normally
distributed around the mean of the population. The SD of
this curve can be estimated by the standard error of the
mean (SEM) of any of the samples used to construct the
curve, in the relation SEM 5 SDs/Ons, where SDs is the
standard deviation of the sample s of size ns. We calculated
the trial population mean age and pooled SD from the sum-
mary data for each trial and standardized the mean of the
control groupX [(X � m)/SEM)] � m)/SEM)]. The standard-
ized means should follow a curve with mean 0 and SD 1.
We plotted histograms of these standardized sample means
for each review overlaid by a standard normal curve and
tested whether their distribution differed from the expected
distribution using a test for the equality of variance (sdtest,
Stata v12; StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas, USA). De-
viations from this expected distribution could suggest that
participants randomized to the control groups in the

component RCTs of a particular review were statistically
significantly older or younger than the population mean.
Histograms were created in the statistical package R.

Sensitivity analyses were performed as described previ-
ously but omitting trials where the mean and/or SD of age
had been derived from approximation formulas.

3. Results

Fig. 1 summarizes the flow of systematic reviews and
component randomized trials in this review. The 12 system-
atic reviews included a total of 503 trials [15e26]; 184 trials
were not available, so 319 have been included in this anal-
ysis. Reasonable attempts were made to retrieve all texts
through the University of York library service, but in certain
circumstances, this was not possible and it was not deemed
necessary to expend excessive monetary or time resources on
sourcing texts, because this review is just an exemplar of the
techniques described. Of the trials included, 20% (n 5 64)
had adequate allocation concealment, 4% (n 5 14) inade-
quate, and 76% (n 5 243) failed to provide sufficient infor-
mation for a judgment to be made (see Appendix A at www.
jclinepi.com for list of included trials). A further 110 trials
were excluded from the meta-analyses because of baseline
age data being unavailable for extraction.

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of included systematic reviews.
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3.1. Meta-analysis

Of the 12 included systematic reviews, we found that
five had heterogeneity (I2 O 0.30) [15,19,21,25,26],
including one with substantial heterogeneity
(0.50 ! I2 � 0.75) [25] and one with considerable hetero-
geneity (I2 O 0.75) [15]. Two systematic reviews [15,20]
had a statistically significant difference in age between
the control and intervention groups overall. In each
instance, the mean age in the intervention group was
greater than that of the control. Table 1 presents the results
for age of the meta-analysis ranked in order of heterogene-
ity and forest plots for each systematic review can be found
in Appendix B at www.jclinepi.com. A forest plot for one
particular review can be found in Fig. 2 as an example.
When sensitivity analyses were performed omitting the tri-
als where approximation formulas had been used to convert
median age to mean age, there was no difference in results
observed; that is, the results remained the same whether we
included trials where we had to use approximations to the
mean and SD.

3.2. P-value comparison and histograms of
standardized control group means of baseline age

There was evidence of a statistically significant discrep-
ancy between the distributions of P-values observed
compared with that expected in two of the reviews [24,25].

In six of the reviews, the distribution exhibited a statis-
tically significant deviation from that expected (P ! 0.01)
[15,21,23e26] when histograms of standardized control
groups means at baseline were investigated. Fig. 2 shows
an example of these two plots for one particular review.

3.3. Metaregression results

Metaregression analysis suggested that allocation
concealment explained the heterogeneity observed in one
review (P 5 0.03; 15). See Appendix C at www.jclinepi.

com for the metaregression statistics and bubble plots for
each review.

In Table 2, we summarize the conclusions made in the
included 12 systematic reviews and the findings from our
analysis. The dots indicate the presence of evidence for
the marker of potential bias in the RCT, of which 8 of
the 12 reviews had at least one suggesting the conclusions
drawn may not be reliable.

4. Discussion

Systematic reviews of randomized controlled trials are
considered the highest form of evidence that underpins
evidence-based medicine. There is a wealth of research that
shows that some randomized trials have had their random
allocation subverted. Much of this evidence examines the
relationship between allocation description and effect sizes.
Broadly, such evidence shows that descriptions of rigorous
methods of allocation tend to be associated with smaller ef-
fect sizes. In this article, we have examined the problem us-
ing a different approach. We hypothesized that a systematic
review that contains a significant proportion of trials with
biased randomization will exhibit significant heterogeneity
in a baseline variable, in this instance age. Such an
approach does not rely on detailed descriptions of the
randomization process, which is often missing or may be
false. We argue that our approach is easier and more sensi-
tive than qualitatively making a judgment about the
randomization procedure from descriptions in the article
and should be undertaken routinely as a marker for quality
of a systematic review of randomized trials. In this article,
we have found a surprising and disturbing result. In 12
recent systematic reviews, we found that only four reviews
demonstrated the expected zero heterogeneity
[16,18,22,24]. All other reviews had at least one ‘‘symp-
tom’’ of the following: significant heterogeneity in baseline
age; significant differences in baseline age; or an unlikely
distribution of P-values or standardized means of baseline

Table 1. Table showing the mean (standard deviation [SD]) age in years for the intervention and control groups in each included systematic reviews
with the I2 value from the meta-analysis of baseline age and the P-value for the difference in baseline age ranked in order of heterogeneity

Systematic review
Number of studies
in meta-analysis Research area

Intervention Control Difference
in age

(P-value) I2 valueAge, yr, mean (SD)

Anothaisintawee et al. 2012 10 Drug 44.85 (5.56) 42.84 (5.67) 0.001 84.42
Thangaratinam et al. 2012 20 Pregnancy and childbirth 28.15 (2.27) 27.95 (2.05) 0.113 50.11
Umpierre et al. 2011 26 Lifestyle 58.29 (4.27) 58.79 (4.44) 0.098 45.46
Heneghan et al. 2011 7 Other 64.17 (7.61) 63.97 (9.06) 0.223 40.13
Neumann et al. 2012 9 Drug 64.18 (2.45) 63.94 (2.94) 0.821 33.46
Palmer et al. 2012 11 Drug 51.99 (8.35) 52.86 (8.95) 0.173 29.03
Rutjes et al. 2012 38 Drug 62.17 (4.34) 62.44 (3.82) 0.616 20.39
Orrow et al. 2012 10 Lifestyle 62.57 (10.29) 62.82 (9.72) 0.736 16.18
Hemmingsen et al. 2012 13 Drug 57.65 (3.97) 58.54 (4.14) 0.347 0.00
Coombes et al. 2010 18 Drug 48.08 (6.9) 48.08 (7.25) 0.362 0.00
Leucht et al. 2012 21 Drug 40.31 (9.24) 39.92 (9.78) 0.008 0.00
Hempel et al. 2012 26 Drug 41.84 (24.43) 42.19 (25.24) 0.818 0.00
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age. Two of the reviews [15,25] had three factors and three
had two factors [21,24,26] that suggest that some of their
component RCTs were unreliable. Because all the trials
in these reviews were reported to have been randomized,
we would expect that the null hypothesis of no age differ-
ences between groups except by chance would be true.
Thus, we should have observed no heterogeneity in ages
between groups; a meta-analysis of age should show equiv-
alence and the distribution of P-values of baseline ages
should be uniform. As we had used a baseline variable
common to the trials and not an outcome variable, explana-
tions for heterogeneity often found in meta-analyses, such
as different populations or slightly different interventions
leading to differing effect sizes, do not apply in this
instance. The most plausible explanation for heterogeneity
is therefore poor randomization practice. Although we did

explore this in a metaregression, it was only statistically
significant as an explanation in one study. This may be
because allocation concealment was so poorly reported in
most randomized trials that it is masked as a source of
the heterogeneity. Although some of the ‘‘statistically sig-
nificant’’ differences in age are relatively minor, the fact
that they exist is important because they act as a marker
for poor allocation practice. Because a systematic review
contains some trials that have misallocation, the entire re-
view is weak and should not be used to drive major changes
in clinical practice.

4.1. Limitations

We were unable to examine all the RCTs that were
included in the original systematic reviews, as a number

Fig. 2. Example analysis for one systematic review.
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Table 2. Conclusions made in each systematic review with the results of each test applied in this current review

Systematic review

Evidence of
heterogeneity
(I2 O 0.3)

Statistically significant
difference in age

between control and
intervention groups

Distribution of
P-values deviated

from uniform
distribution

Distribution of
standardized control

means deviates
from standard normal

Conclusion of systematic review taken
directly from the abstract

Anothaisintawee
et al. 2012

Yes Yes, P ! 0.01 Yes, P ! 0.001 a-Blockers, antibiotics and combinations
of these therapies appear to achieve the
greatest improvement in clinical
symptom scores compared with
placebo. Anti-inflammatory therapies
have a lesser but measurable benefit on
selected outcomes. However, beneficial
effects of a-blockers may be
overestimated because of publication
bias.

Rutjes et al. 2012 Yes, P ! 0.05 Yes, P ! 0.01 In patients with knee osteoarthritis,
viscosupplementation is associated
with a small and clinically irrelevant
benefit and an increased risk for serious
adverse events.

Hemmingsen
et al. 2012

There was no evidence or even a trend
toward improved all-cause mortality or
cardiovascular mortality with
metformin and insulin, compared with
insulin alone in type 2 diabetes. Data
were limited by the severe lack of data
reported by trials for patient relevant
outcomes and by poor bias control.

Thangaratinam
et al. 2012

Yes Yes, P ! 0.05 Yes, P ! 0.01 Dietary and lifestyle interventions in
pregnancy can reduce maternal
gestational weight gain and improve
outcomes for both mother and baby.
Among the interventions, those based
on diet are the most effective and are
associated with reductions in maternal
gestational weight gain and improved
obstetric outcomes.

Umpierre
et al. 2011

Yes Yes, P ! 0.001 Structured exercise training that consists
of aerobic exercise, resistance training,
or both combined is associated with
HbA1c reduction in patients with type 2
diabetes. Structured exercise training
of more than 150 minutes per week is
associated with greater HbA1c declines
than that of 150 minutes or less per
week. Physical activity advice is
associated with lower HbA1c, but only
when combined with dietary advice.

Neumann
et al. 2012

Yes Yes, P ! 0.001 Compared with LMWH, lower doses of oral
factor Xa inhibitors can achieve a small
absolute risk reduction in symptomatic
deep venous thrombosis without
increasing bleeding.

Heneghan
et al. 2011

Yes Our analysis showed that self-monitoring
and self-management of oral
anticoagulation is a safe option for
suitable patients of all ages. Patients
should also be offered the option to
self-manage their disease with suitable
health-care support as back-up.

Palmer
et al. 2012

Yes, P ! 0.01 Benefits for antiplatelet therapy among
persons with CKD are uncertain and are
potentially outweighed by bleeding
hazards

(Continued )
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could not be obtained for inclusion in the current review.
Some were confidential reports or were reported in
another language than English. Research suggests that
methodological quality is similar or higher in English lan-
guage publications compared with those that are published
in other languages [27e30]; therefore, any findings here
are likely to at least replicate what may be found in other
language articles.

We had relatively small sample sizes for some of our
meta-analyses because of the exclusion of a number of
RCTs where age data were not reported (n 5 186). Howev-
er, randomized trials that did not report the mean ages with
their associated SDs and group numbers are likely to be
poorer in quality than well-reported RCTs, so it is possible
the heterogeneity we observed may have increased had we
been able to include them. To perform the metaregression
analysis, 10 or more trials are required for the test to be

reliable. In some of our metaregression, we did not have
10 trials, and so the results should be interpreted with
caution.

Although we found some evidence that poor allocation
concealment was likely to be a driver for the heterogeneity,
this finding was only statistically significant in one review.
There are difficulties in the judgment of allocation conceal-
ment as different criteria and scales are used to judge the
adequacy of methods [31]. We used only the Cochrane
criteria, so it was possible that had we chosen to use a
different criteria, we may have obtained different results.
However as previously emphasized, a large proportion of
the trial publications inadequately reported the method of
allocation concealment so that its adequacy could not be
judged by any criteria.

Randomization of participants to a trial arm should
ensure that comparisons between randomized groups for

Table 2. Continued

Systematic review

Evidence of
heterogeneity
(I2 O 0.3)

Statistically significant
difference in age

between control and
intervention groups

Distribution of
P-values deviated

from uniform
distribution

Distribution of
standardized control

means deviates
from standard normal

Conclusion of systematic review taken
directly from the abstract

Orrow et al. 2012 Promotion of physical activity to
sedentary adults recruited in primary
care significantly increases physical
activity levels at 12 months, as
measured by self report. We found
insufficient evidence to recommend
exercise referral schemes over advice or
counseling interventions. Primary care
commissioners should consider these
findings while awaiting further trial
evaluation of exercise referral schemes
and other primary care interventions,
with longer follow-up and use of
objective measures of outcome.

Coombes et al. 2010 Despite the effectiveness of corticosteroid
injections in the short term, non-
corticosteroid injections might be of
benefit for long-term treatment of
lateral epicondylalgia. However,
response to injection should not be
generalised because of variation in
effect between sites of tendinopathy.

Leucht et al. 2012 Yes, P ! 0.01 Maintenance treatment with
antipsychotic drugs benefits patients
with schizophrenia. The advantages of
these drugs must be weighed against
their side-effects. Future studies
should focus on outcomes of social
participation and clarify the long-term
morbidity and mortality of these drugs.

Hempel et al. 2012 The pooled evidence suggests that
probiotics are associated with a
reduction in AAD. More research is
needed to determine which probiotics
are associated with the greatest
efficacy and for which patients
receiving which specific antibiotics.

Abbreviations: AAD, antibiotic-associated diarrhea; HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c; LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin.
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independent variables at baseline produce a uniform distri-
bution of P-values. Deviations from this expected distribu-
tion could hint at a failure of randomization. We suggest
that this method can be used to assess the reliability of
randomization; however, caution must be taken, because
the P-values for baseline tests will follow a uniform distri-
bution only if the tests used to compute them are valid and
independent [13]. The distribution of continuous variables
being compared between the groups must be approximately
normal for the t-test to be valid, which age seldom is within
trial participant populations because for one, upper and/or
lower age restrictions are often imposed by the inclusion
criteria. This method could more reliably be applied to
other prognostic factors known to be approximately nor-
mally distributed within trial groups. It is pertinent to
acknowledge, however, that this review observed diffi-
culties in accessing all necessary age data, and it may be
the case that prognostic factors are not reported well or at
all. It would be possible to check these assumptions explic-
itly if you were conducting a review and had access to in-
dividual participant data from each component trial, as
opposed to just the reported aggregate summaries.

4.2. Recommendations

We recommend that meta-analysts use the techniques
described in this article to check the validity of their ana-
lyses. We suggest that all four techniques should be used
because a single approach may not be sufficient. For
example, in the review by Trowman et al., the heterogene-
ity in baseline body weight was 0%; similarly, the review
by Leucht et al. showed 0% heterogeneity yet both these
reviews found statistically significant imbalances in age
[9,20]. A reviewer should expect to see no heterogeneity
and no statistically significant differences in the outcome
between the groups. If a review showed a significant differ-
ence in baseline measure of outcome but no heterogeneity,
the conclusion from this is that a proportion of the included
trials have allocation subversion all favoring the same
treatment arm. However, if there were simply significant
heterogeneity but no overall difference in the baseline co-
variate, this does not imply that because subversion is
operating in both directions that the review’s results are
believable. It may mean that the trials are in significant
imbalance in a particular direction that favors an unknown
covariate. In truly randomized trials, this unknown or un-
measured covariate will be balanced across a group of tri-
als, but when heterogeneity is present, we cannot be
confident that this holds true. If a meta-analysis has signif-
icant numbers of randomized trials where the allocation is
subverted, there may be no heterogeneity because the
‘‘true’’ difference is a difference in age so no heterogeneity
is observed. Nevertheless, such trials are biased and the
meta-analysis is unreliable. Current practice for estimating
bias in meta-analyses is to grade component trials as being
at high or low risk of bias using measures such as the Jadad

scale [32] or the Cochrane guidance. Unfortunately, it is
likely these scales will misclassify at least some trials as
either being good, when they are poor, or vice versa. The
approach we recommend here should be used as a comple-
mentary method to assess the rigor of a meta-analysis as it
gives more information to the reader. We have chosen the
prognostic factor of age; however, there are other poten-
tially more important variables on which to do baseline
testing. We would recommend that reviewers perform
baseline testing on an important, prespecified, prognostic
factor relative to their review (eg, if the review was in
the field of obesity, body weight could be the baseline
characteristic tested) where possible. Finally, we recom-
mend that authors of systematic reviews should prespecify
which baseline variables they choose to include in their
analysis in their systematic review protocol. This is to
avoid undertaking multiple baseline tests and only present-
ing those that have little or no heterogeneity.

In summary, there is significant unexplained heterogene-
ity of age in most of the sample of systematic reviews pub-
lished in high-impact journals. Reviewers should adopt
techniques to identify potential baseline imbalances in their
trials and use this to drive sensitivity analyses.

Appendix

Supplementary data

Supplementary data related to this article can be found at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2014.04.007.
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Appendix B: Forest plots for the meta-analysis of baseline age for each of the 12 Systematic 
Reviews 

 

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Acitivity Counselling trial 2001 0.090 0.072 0.005 -0.051 0.230 1.252 0.210

Chambers 2000 -0.075 0.119 0.014 -0.307 0.158 -0.628 0.530

Elley 2003 -0.126 0.068 0.005 -0.258 0.007 -1.858 0.063

Halbert 2000 -0.074 0.116 0.013 -0.300 0.153 -0.635 0.525

Jimmy 2004 -0.172 0.160 0.025 -0.484 0.141 -1.077 0.282

Kolt 2007 0.033 0.147 0.022 -0.254 0.320 0.225 0.822

Lawton 2009 0.058 0.061 0.004 -0.060 0.177 0.963 0.335

Morey 2009 0.061 0.100 0.010 -0.136 0.257 0.604 0.546

Petrella 2003 0.200 0.130 0.017 -0.055 0.454 1.539 0.124

Slujis 2005 0.042 0.106 0.011 -0.165 0.250 0.399 0.690

0.010 0.029 0.001 -0.048 0.067 0.338 0.736

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Orrow et al 2012

Q=10.7, p=0.29, I-squared=16.18

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Eriksson 2006 -0.085 0.088 0.008 -0.256 0.087 -0.970 0.332

Eriksson 2007 0.156 0.091 0.008 -0.022 0.334 1.714 0.086

Eriksson 2008 -0.019 0.030 0.001 -0.077 0.039 -0.633 0.527

Eriksson 2010 0.195 0.085 0.007 0.029 0.360 2.303 0.021

Lassen 2008 0.000 0.040 0.002 -0.078 0.078 0.000 1.000

Lassen 2009 0.019 0.035 0.001 -0.050 0.089 0.549 0.583

Lassen 2010 0.024 0.027 0.001 -0.029 0.078 0.900 0.368

Lassen 2010 (ADVANCE 2) -0.030 0.038 0.001 -0.105 0.045 -0.791 0.429

Turpie 2009 -0.031 0.036 0.001 -0.101 0.039 -0.868 0.386

0.003 0.013 0.000 -0.023 0.029 0.226 0.821

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Neumann et al 2012

Q=12.0, p=0.15, I-squared=33.46

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Abdul-Rahman 2007 -0.082 0.325 0.105 -0.718 0.554 -0.253 0.800

Brener 1998 -0.150 0.091 0.008 -0.329 0.029 -1.645 0.100

Cheng 1998 0.161 0.369 0.136 -0.563 0.884 0.435 0.664

Dember 2008 -0.124 0.068 0.005 -0.256 0.009 -1.830 0.067

Dixon 2009 0.112 0.079 0.006 -0.042 0.266 1.432 0.152

Ghorbani 2009 -0.074 0.207 0.043 -0.481 0.333 -0.357 0.721

Giustina 1998 -0.392 0.369 0.136 -1.115 0.330 -1.064 0.287

Januzzi 2002 0.000 0.050 0.003 -0.099 0.099 0.000 1.000

Kaufman 2003 -0.083 0.142 0.020 -0.360 0.195 -0.585 0.559

Sreedhara 1994 -0.542 0.234 0.055 -1.001 -0.082 -2.311 0.021

Zauner 1994 0.387 0.479 0.229 -0.552 1.325 0.808 0.419

-0.043 0.031 0.001 -0.104 0.019 -1.364 0.173

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Palmer et al 2012

Q=14.1, p=0.17, I-squared=29.03



 

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Adams 1995 0.205 0.249 0.062 -0.283 0.693 0.824 0.410

Altman 1998 0.000 0.135 0.018 -0.265 0.265 0.000 1.000

Altman 2004 -0.011 0.108 0.012 -0.222 0.199 -0.107 0.915

Altman 2009 0.162 0.083 0.007 -0.000 0.324 1.955 0.051

Atay 2008 -0.070 0.366 0.134 -0.788 0.647 -0.193 0.847

Baltzer 2008 -0.298 0.123 0.015 -0.538 -0.057 -2.426 0.015

Blanco 2008 -0.093 0.277 0.077 -0.637 0.451 -0.335 0.738

Bunyaratavej 2001 -0.210 0.287 0.082 -0.772 0.351 -0.734 0.463

Carrabba 1995 -0.441 0.320 0.102 -1.068 0.186 -1.378 0.168

Chevalier 2010 0.117 0.126 0.016 -0.130 0.364 0.929 0.353

Corrado 1995 0.024 0.317 0.100 -0.597 0.645 0.076 0.940

Creamer 1994 0.000 0.408 0.167 -0.800 0.800 0.000 1.000

Cubukcu 2005 -0.781 0.375 0.141 -1.517 -0.046 -2.081 0.037

Day 2003 0.000 0.129 0.017 -0.253 0.253 0.000 1.000

Diracoglu 2009 0.352 0.269 0.072 -0.176 0.879 1.306 0.191

Dougados 1993 -0.197 0.191 0.037 -0.572 0.178 -1.030 0.303

Formiguera Sala 1995 0.235 0.317 0.101 -0.387 0.857 0.740 0.459

Huang 2011 0.206 0.142 0.020 -0.072 0.484 1.453 0.146

Huskisson 1999 0.110 0.200 0.040 -0.282 0.503 0.552 0.581

Jorgensen 2010 0.107 0.109 0.012 -0.108 0.321 0.975 0.329

Judd 2003 0.161 0.099 0.010 -0.033 0.356 1.625 0.104

Kahan 2001 0.000 0.089 0.008 -0.174 0.174 0.000 1.000

Kotevoglu 2006 -0.130 0.283 0.080 -0.684 0.425 -0.458 0.647

Kul-Panza 2010 -0.552 0.294 0.087 -1.129 0.025 -1.874 0.061

Listrat 1997 -0.533 0.326 0.106 -1.172 0.106 -1.635 0.102

Lohmander 1996 0.060 0.129 0.017 -0.193 0.313 0.462 0.644

Navarro-Sarabia 2011 -0.105 0.114 0.013 -0.329 0.119 -0.919 0.358

Neustadt 2005 -0.052 0.116 0.013 -0.279 0.176 -0.446 0.656

Payne 2000 0.475 0.322 0.104 -0.156 1.107 1.475 0.140

Petrella 2002 0.181 0.193 0.037 -0.197 0.559 0.938 0.348

Petrella 2006 0.153 0.195 0.038 -0.228 0.534 0.786 0.432

Petrella b 2008 -0.231 0.164 0.027 -0.552 0.090 -1.412 0.158

Pham 2004 0.049 0.139 0.019 -0.224 0.322 0.351 0.725

Puhl 1993 0.229 0.144 0.021 -0.052 0.511 1.595 0.111

Raynauld 2002 -0.090 0.125 0.016 -0.336 0.155 -0.721 0.471

Sezgin 2004 0.050 0.313 0.098 -0.564 0.664 0.160 0.873

Tetik 2003 -0.153 0.183 0.033 -0.511 0.205 -0.837 0.403

Wobig 1998 -0.275 0.195 0.038 -0.657 0.108 -1.408 0.159

0.013 0.025 0.001 -0.037 0.062 0.502 0.616

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Rutjes et al 2012

Q=46.5, p=0.14, I-squared=20.39

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Asbee 2009 0.054 0.202 0.041 -0.342 0.450 0.265 0.791

Baciuk 2008 0.266 0.239 0.057 -0.202 0.734 1.115 0.265

Barakat 2009 0.271 0.169 0.028 -0.059 0.602 1.608 0.108

Cavalcante 2009 0.266 0.239 0.057 -0.202 0.734 1.115 0.265

Crowther 2005 0.147 0.063 0.004 0.023 0.271 2.317 0.021

Erkkola and Makela 1976 -0.083 0.237 0.056 -0.546 0.381 -0.349 0.727

Garshasbi 2005 -0.045 0.137 0.019 -0.314 0.224 -0.328 0.743

Guelinckx 2010 -0.348 0.219 0.048 -0.776 0.081 -1.591 0.112

Haakstad 2011 0.221 0.196 0.038 -0.163 0.605 1.130 0.259

Hopkins 2010 0.566 0.206 0.042 0.162 0.969 2.746 0.006

Hui 2006 0.000 0.299 0.089 -0.586 0.586 0.000 1.000

Hui 2011 0.253 0.146 0.021 -0.033 0.539 1.732 0.083

Jackson 2011 -0.133 0.112 0.012 -0.352 0.086 -1.192 0.233

Khoury 2005 -0.056 0.118 0.014 -0.287 0.174 -0.480 0.632

Landon 2009 0.053 0.065 0.004 -0.074 0.180 0.821 0.411

Marquez-Sterling 1998 1.129 0.566 0.320 0.020 2.238 1.995 0.046

Phelan 2011 -0.038 0.100 0.010 -0.234 0.157 -0.385 0.700

Quinlivan 2011 -0.227 0.180 0.032 -0.581 0.126 -1.262 0.207

Santos 2005 -0.544 0.240 0.058 -1.014 -0.073 -2.265 0.024

Wolff 2008 -0.438 0.287 0.082 -1.000 0.125 -1.525 0.127

0.048 0.030 0.001 -0.011 0.107 1.583 0.113

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Thangaratinam et al 2012

Q=38.1, p=0.01, I-squared=50.11



 

 

 

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Beausoleil 2007 -0.294 0.213 0.045 -0.712 0.124 -1.378 0.168

Borgia 1982 -0.115 0.224 0.050 -0.553 0.324 -0.512 0.609

Conway 2007 -0.016 0.120 0.014 -0.251 0.218 -0.137 0.891

Correa 2005 -0.023 0.160 0.025 -0.336 0.290 -0.147 0.884

de Bortoli 2007 0.087 0.139 0.019 -0.186 0.361 0.627 0.531

Duman 2005 0.078 0.102 0.010 -0.122 0.277 0.763 0.445

Felley 2001 0.008 0.278 0.077 -0.536 0.552 0.030 0.976

Hickson 2007 -0.018 0.172 0.030 -0.356 0.319 -0.107 0.914

Jirapinyo 2002 0.320 0.477 0.228 -0.616 1.256 0.670 0.503

Koning 2008 -0.314 0.371 0.137 -1.040 0.413 -0.846 0.397

Kotowska 2005 0.069 0.122 0.015 -0.171 0.308 0.562 0.574

Lewis 1998 -0.622 0.247 0.061 -1.106 -0.139 -2.522 0.012

McFarland 1995 -0.095 0.144 0.021 -0.377 0.187 -0.659 0.510

Merenstein 2009 -0.214 0.179 0.032 -0.566 0.138 -1.193 0.233

Park 2007 -0.125 0.107 0.011 -0.334 0.084 -1.174 0.240

Ruszczynski 2008 0.030 0.129 0.017 -0.224 0.283 0.229 0.819

Safdar 2008 -0.449 0.324 0.105 -1.084 0.185 -1.387 0.165

Sampalis 2010 0.075 0.096 0.009 -0.112 0.263 0.786 0.432

Schrezenmeir 2004 0.112 0.218 0.047 -0.315 0.539 0.513 0.608

Song  2010 -0.007 0.078 0.006 -0.159 0.146 -0.089 0.929

Song 2010 0.064 0.137 0.019 -0.204 0.333 0.471 0.638

Szajewska 2009 0.138 0.220 0.048 -0.293 0.570 0.628 0.530

Szymanski 2008 0.107 0.227 0.051 -0.337 0.552 0.474 0.635

Thomas 2001 0.158 0.123 0.015 -0.082 0.398 1.290 0.197

Wenus 2008 0.148 0.215 0.046 -0.274 0.570 0.688 0.491

Yoon 2011 -0.109 0.110 0.012 -0.324 0.106 -0.997 0.319

-0.007 0.028 0.001 -0.062 0.049 -0.231 0.818

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Hempel et al 2012

Q=21.1, p=0.69, I-squared=0.00

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Altuntas et al (2003) -0.039 0.316 0.100 -0.659 0.581 -0.123 0.902

Aviles-Santa et al (1999) -0.174 0.306 0.093 -0.773 0.425 -0.569 0.569

Civera et al (2008) -0.021 0.400 0.160 -0.805 0.764 -0.051 0.959

Douek et al (2005) 0.000 0.148 0.022 -0.290 0.290 0.000 1.000

Giugliano et al (1993) -0.764 0.294 0.086 -1.340 -0.188 -2.600 0.009

Hermann et al (2001) -0.121 0.340 0.115 -0.786 0.545 -0.356 0.722

Kabadi & Kabadi (2006) 0.046 0.456 0.208 -0.849 0.941 0.101 0.920

Kokic et al (2003) -0.212 0.263 0.069 -0.729 0.304 -0.807 0.420

Kvapil et al (2006) 0.124 0.137 0.019 -0.143 0.392 0.909 0.363

Relimpio et al (1998) -0.182 0.259 0.067 -0.690 0.325 -0.704 0.481

Strowig et al (2002) -0.266 0.264 0.070 -0.784 0.252 -1.006 0.314

Ushakova et al (2007) 0.062 0.140 0.020 -0.212 0.337 0.444 0.657

Yilmaz et al (2007) -0.362 0.337 0.113 -1.022 0.298 -1.075 0.282

-0.059 0.063 0.004 -0.182 0.064 -0.940 0.347

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Hemmingsen et al 2012

Q=10.7, p=0.56, I-squared=0.00



 

 

 

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95%  CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Aas, 2005 0.242 0.402 0.161 -0.546 1.029 0.601 0.548

Agurs-Collins, 1997 0.241 0.251 0.063 -0.250 0.733 0.962 0.336

Brun, 2008 -0.167 0.401 0.161 -0.953 0.619 -0.416 0.677

Casteneda, 2002 0.000 0.254 0.065 -0.498 0.498 0.000 1.000

Cheung, 2008 -0.382 0.333 0.111 -1.035 0.270 -1.148 0.251

Christian, 2008 -0.036 0.114 0.013 -0.259 0.186 -0.321 0.748

Church, 2010 -0.375 0.171 0.029 -0.710 -0.041 -2.197 0.028

Cuff, 2003 0.135 0.383 0.147 -0.617 0.887 0.352 0.725

Diedrich, 2009 0.153 0.349 0.122 -0.531 0.836 0.437 0.662

Jakicic, 209 -0.029 0.028 0.001 -0.084 0.025 -1.047 0.295

Kadoglou, 2007 (Exercise reduces resistin…) -0.682 0.280 0.078 -1.232 -0.133 -2.436 0.015

Kadoglou, 2007 (The anti-inflammatory…) -0.748 0.267 0.071 -1.271 -0.224 -2.800 0.005

Kim, 2006 0.141 0.264 0.070 -0.377 0.659 0.533 0.594

Kirk, 2009 0.284 0.197 0.039 -0.103 0.671 1.438 0.150

Lambers, 2008 -0.397 0.348 0.121 -1.079 0.285 -1.140 0.254

Louimaala, 2003 -0.071 0.286 0.082 -0.631 0.489 -0.249 0.803

Mayer Davis, 2004 -0.297 0.197 0.039 -0.682 0.089 -1.510 0.131

Menard, 2005 -0.273 0.237 0.056 -0.737 0.191 -1.151 0.250

Middlebrooke, 2006 -0.389 0.283 0.080 -0.945 0.166 -1.374 0.169

Samaras, 1997 0.000 0.392 0.154 -0.769 0.769 0.000 1.000

Sigal, 2007 -0.106 0.146 0.021 -0.392 0.179 -0.729 0.466

Sridhar, 2010 0.793 0.203 0.041 0.395 1.191 3.907 0.000

Tessier, 2000 -0.043 0.320 0.103 -0.671 0.585 -0.133 0.894

Tudor-Locke, 2004 0.057 0.292 0.085 -0.515 0.629 0.195 0.846

Vanninen, 1992 -0.154 0.227 0.051 -0.598 0.291 -0.678 0.498

Wing, 1988 0.147 0.366 0.134 -0.570 0.863 0.402 0.688

-0.040 0.024 0.001 -0.087 0.007 -1.657 0.098

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Umpierre et al 2011

Q=45.8, p=0.01, I-squared=45.46

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Beyth 2000 0.059 0.111 0.012 -0.158 0.277 0.534 0.593

Christensen  2006 0.447 0.202 0.041 0.050 0.844 2.206 0.027

Matcher 2010 -0.084 0.037 0.001 -0.156 -0.011 -2.263 0.024

Mendendez-Jandula 2005 0.069 0.080 0.006 -0.088 0.226 0.863 0.388

Siebenhofer 2008 0.000 0.143 0.021 -0.281 0.281 0.000 1.000

Sunderji 2004 -0.099 0.169 0.029 -0.430 0.233 -0.585 0.559

Voller 2005 -0.054 0.141 0.020 -0.330 0.222 -0.384 0.701

-0.036 0.030 0.001 -0.095 0.022 -1.218 0.223

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Heneghan et al 2011

Q=10.0, p=0.12, I-squared=40.13



 

 

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Alvarez 2005 0.293 0.264 0.070 -0.224 0.811 1.110 0.267

Alvarez-Nemegyei 2008 0.111 0.268 0.072 -0.413 0.636 0.415 0.678

Bisset 2006 -0.061 0.174 0.030 -0.403 0.280 -0.352 0.725

Blair 1996 -0.028 0.317 0.100 -0.649 0.592 -0.089 0.929

de Vos 2010 -0.114 0.272 0.074 -0.648 0.420 -0.418 0.676

Ekeberg 2009 0.087 0.194 0.038 -0.294 0.468 0.447 0.655

Hay 2003 -0.007 0.139 0.019 -0.280 0.265 -0.053 0.958

Hoksrud 2006 0.177 0.349 0.122 -0.507 0.861 0.506 0.613

Mclnerney 2003 -0.053 0.203 0.041 -0.451 0.345 -0.260 0.795

Peerbooms 2010 0.050 0.200 0.040 -0.342 0.442 0.250 0.803

Petrella 2010 0.152 0.110 0.012 -0.064 0.368 1.382 0.167

Scarpone 2008 0.055 0.408 0.167 -0.745 0.855 0.135 0.893

Smidt  2002 0.154 0.156 0.024 -0.152 0.459 0.984 0.325

Tonks 2006 0.197 0.289 0.084 -0.370 0.765 0.682 0.495

Vecchio 1993 -0.033 0.270 0.073 -0.562 0.496 -0.122 0.903

Willberg 2008 -0.419 0.289 0.084 -0.986 0.148 -1.448 0.148

Wong 2005 0.187 0.259 0.067 -0.320 0.695 0.724 0.469

Zeisig 2008 -0.714 0.354 0.126 -1.408 -0.019 -2.014 0.044

0.045 0.049 0.002 -0.052 0.142 0.911 0.362

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Coombes et al 2010

Q=11.5, p=0.83, I-squared=0.00

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Arato 2002 0.154 0.138 0.019 -0.116 0.424 1.120 0.263

Beasley 2003 0.103 0.120 0.014 -0.131 0.337 0.864 0.388

Boonstra 2011 0.033 0.449 0.202 -0.848 0.914 0.073 0.942

Clark 1975 0.136 0.365 0.134 -0.581 0.852 0.371 0.711

Cooper 2000 0.112 0.184 0.034 -0.247 0.472 0.613 0.540

Crow 1986 0.381 0.185 0.034 0.018 0.744 2.060 0.039

Gross 1974 0.120 0.273 0.075 -0.415 0.655 0.440 0.660

Hirsch 1973 0.166 0.223 0.050 -0.270 0.602 0.745 0.456

Hirsch 1996 -0.122 0.238 0.056 -0.587 0.344 -0.512 0.609

Kane 1979 -0.073 0.500 0.250 -1.054 0.907 -0.146 0.884

Kane 1982 -0.137 0.387 0.150 -0.896 0.622 -0.354 0.724

Kane 2011 0.041 0.102 0.010 -0.158 0.241 0.407 0.684

Kramer 2007 0.142 0.140 0.020 -0.132 0.416 1.016 0.310

Kurland 1975 -0.372 0.341 0.116 -1.041 0.297 -1.090 0.276

Levine 1980 0.071 0.301 0.090 -0.519 0.660 0.235 0.814

Nishikawa 1984 -0.093 0.212 0.045 -0.509 0.323 -0.437 0.662

Peuskens 2007 0.578 0.156 0.024 0.272 0.884 3.705 0.000

Sampath 1992 -0.090 0.408 0.167 -0.890 0.711 -0.219 0.826

Vandecasteele 1974 -0.028 0.437 0.191 -0.884 0.828 -0.064 0.949

Wistedt 1981 -0.158 0.329 0.108 -0.803 0.487 -0.479 0.632

Zissis 1982 -0.118 0.354 0.125 -0.812 0.576 -0.334 0.739

0.117 0.044 0.002 0.030 0.203 2.645 0.008

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Leucht et al 2012

Q=17.7, p=0.61, I-squared=0.00



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Study name Statistics for each study Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard Lower Upper 
in means error Variance limit limit Z-Value p-Value

Alexander 2004 0.235 0.165 0.027 -0.089 0.559 1.421 0.155

Bates 2007 0.377 0.445 0.198 -0.495 1.248 0.847 0.397

Cheah 2003 0.145 0.216 0.047 -0.278 0.568 0.671 0.502

Leskinen 1999 0.080 0.364 0.132 -0.633 0.793 0.219 0.827

Nicke, Downey, Clark et al 2003 -0.007 0.225 0.051 -0.449 0.435 -0.030 0.976

Nickel, downey et al 2004 2.731 0.348 0.121 2.050 3.412 7.857 0.000

Nickel, Krieger et al 2008 0.000 0.121 0.015 -0.238 0.238 0.000 1.000

Pontari 2010 0.220 0.119 0.014 -0.013 0.452 1.850 0.064

Shoskes 1999 0.181 0.366 0.134 -0.536 0.898 0.495 0.621

Wagenlehner 2009 0.049 0.170 0.029 -0.284 0.381 0.288 0.774

0.198 0.060 0.004 0.081 0.315 3.307 0.001

-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00

Mean greater in Control Mean greater in Intervention

Anothaisintawee et al 2012

Q=57.8, p<0.001, I-squared=84.42



Appendix C. Bubble plots and meta-regression statistics for each of the 12 Systematic review.   
 

For each bubble plot, the allocation concealments relate to: 1 Adequate, 2 Inadequate and 3 

Unclear.  

Palmer et al 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regression of Allocation Concealment  on Std diff in means
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Regression of Allocation Concealment on Std diff in means
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Regression of Allocation Concealment on Std diff in means
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Regression of Alloation Concealment on Std diff in means
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Regression of Allocation Concealment on Std diff in means
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Regression of Allocation Concealment on Std diff in means
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Regression of Allocation Concealment on Std diff in means
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Regression of Allocation Concealment on Std diff in means
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Regression of Allocation Concealment on Std diff in means
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Regression of Allocation Concealment on Std diff in means
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Regression of Allocation Concealment on Std diff in means
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Appendix 4: paper 2  

Important outcome predictors showed greater baseline heterogeneity than age in two systematic 

reviews 

Appendices for paper 2: 

Appendix 1a: Meta-regression bubble plot and corresponding statistics for hip protectors review for 

age (low versus high or unclear risk of bias) 

Appendix 1b Meta-regression bubble plot and corresponding statistics for hip protectors review for 

body mass (low versus high or unclear risk of bias). 

Appendix 1c: Meta-regression bubble plot and corresponding statistics for low back pain review for 

age. 

Appendix 1d: Meta-regression bubble plot and corresponding statistics for low back pain review for 

back pain score. 
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Clark, L., Fairhurst, C., Cook, E. and Torgerson, D.J., 2015. Important outcome predictors showed 

greater baseline heterogeneity than age in two systematic reviews. Journal of clinical 

epidemiology, 68(2), pp.175-181 

 

Additional note 

In figure 1 'flow diagram of studies through the review' there is a minor labelling error. The Hip 

fracture prevention study and Low back pain labels were assigned to the incorrect boxes, they 

should be the other way around. The text in the manuscript is correct, the error relates to the flow 

diagram only. It has been requested that the journal updates the diagram in the publication. Below 

is the updated flow diagram.  
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Abstract

Objectives: An unknown number of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have their treatment allocation subverted. If such trials are
included in systematic reviews, biased results may be used to change policy. To assess whether a systematic review contains subverted
trials, a meta-analysis of group differences regarding a baseline variable can be undertaken. In this article, the performance of age with
another prognostic variable in detecting selection bias within systematic reviews is compared.

Study Design and Setting: Two Cochrane systematic reviews, one of low back pain and one of hip protectors for fracture prevention,
were identified. The component RCT texts were obtained, and data were extracted on age, baseline back pain score (low back pain review),
and baseline body mass (hip protector review). In this exemplar, we tested for baseline heterogeneity with a fixed-effects meta-analysis.

Results: Heterogeneity in age between the intervention and control groups was found. The observed heterogeneity increased with base-
line back pain and body mass relative to age in each review.

Conclusion: We found that covariates predictive of outcome demonstrate greater heterogeneity than age. However, there were fewer
missing data relating to age. Reviewers should consider using age and another prognostic covariate in baseline meta-analyses to check
the validity of their results. � 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Systematic review; Meta-analysis; Meta-regression; RCTs; Bias; Heterogeneity

1. Introduction

Systematic reviews of randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) are powerful tools in shaping healthcare interven-
tions and decisions [1]. It is imperative that when system-
atic reviews are undertaken, a rigorous assessment of bias
is performed. There is evidence to suggest that some
component RCTs in systematic reviews are biased because
of inadequate methods of allocation concealment [2e6]. It
is important that systematic reviews containing biased
RCTs are identified as they jeopardize the validity of the re-
view conclusions.

A suggested strategy is to assess intervention and control
group differences in baseline covariates [7,8] and investi-
gate the heterogeneity of the baseline imbalance between
control and intervention groups. This approach of using a
baseline variable, which randomization should ensure

would differ only by chance, allows us to assess whether
a meta-analysis of RCTs is reliable. We have shown that
in a sample of 12 recently published systematic reviews
of randomized trials, there was either heterogeneity or base-
line differences in age between the intervention and control
groups in six reviews [9]. If randomization had been
adequately and faithfully conducted, then there should have
been zero heterogeneity and minimal baseline imbalance.
In a recent systematic review of 11 published and unpub-
lished studies on the effectiveness of oseltamivir for treat-
ing influenza [10], the diagnostic measure of influenza
(polymerase chain reaction) was found to be significantly
different between the intervention and control groups
[11]. The proportion of patients who were diagnosed with
‘‘true’’ influenza was statistically significantly lower in
the intervention group than in the placebo group [relative
risk 0.95; 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.91, 0.99], and
it was hypothesized that this was due a possible failure to
protect the randomization. Similarly in a systematic review
of nine randomized trials of calcium supplementation for
weight loss, Trowman et al. [8] found a statistically signif-
icantly lower body weight at baseline among those
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What is new?

� Heterogeneity is observed in age between the interven-
tion and control groups in systematic reviews. The
observed heterogeneity increased in a specific prog-
nostic factor relevant to the outcome relative to age.

� An unknown number of randomized controlled tri-
als (RCTs) have their allocation subverted, leading
to potentially biased RCTs contributing to system-
atic reviews. RCTs could be subverted on age or a
prognostic variable, which is measured at baseline.
A meta-analysis of these covariates could identify
systematic reviews that contain such biased trials.

� Systematic reviews are used to change policy and
practice, and it is important that the conclusions
reached are not based on biased results. We suggest
that baseline heterogeneity is assessed relating to
age and a covariate predictive of outcome when
undertaking systematic review to assess the valid-
ity of the findings.

‘‘randomized’’ to the intervention group compared with
those allocated to the control group. There is, therefore,
accumulating evidence that allocation problems affect
component trials in systematic reviews. In this study, we
investigate the presence of group imbalances and heteroge-
neity across trials in two published systematic reviews
based on age and another important prognostic factor. This
article builds on our previous work that looked at single co-
variate imbalance (ie, age) and tests whether other covari-
ates associated with outcome might be more important.
The aims of this study were first to assess differences in
heterogeneity between age and another covariate and sec-
ond to determine whether, in a meta-regression, allocation
concealment predicted any heterogeneity observed in the
baseline meta-analyses of age and the prognostic factor.

2. Methods

We identified two systematic reviews in the Cochrane
Library: one which measured the primary outcome (low
back pain) at both baseline and the primary endpoint (spinal
manipulative therapy for chronic low back pain [12]) and
one which measured a prognostic factor [body mass (kg)]
but could not measure the primary outcome (in this case,
hip fractures) prerandomization (hip protectors for prevent-
ing hip fractures in older people [13]).

2.1. Data extraction and allocation concealment

The full texts for the component RCTs from the two re-
views were retrieved. The following information was

extracted for each trial arm where possible: summary of
age and the prognostic factor (mean or median) and their
measures of dispersion [standard deviation (SD), standard
error, range, interquartile range], and number of partici-
pants. Double, independent data extraction was performed
by two researchers (L.C. and E.C.), and disagreements were
resolved by discussion. No other aspect of trial design was
extracted from the articles, and we did not contact the trial
authors of randomized trials where data were not available
in the published articles.

In addition, we extracted the judgements of low, high, or
unclear risk of bias awarded the RCTs of each review by
the Cochrane reviewers.

If age and the prognostic factor were not summarized as
a mean and SD, for example, if median and range were pre-
sented, then measures were converted using standard
approximation formulas [14].

If the RCTs were constituted of more than two trial
arms, then appropriate arms were combined to make one
‘‘intervention group’’ and one ‘‘control group’’ in accor-
dance with the original systematic reviews. In the hip pro-
tector review, there were four cluster RCTs. We used the
intracluster correlation coefficient from one of the cluster
trials to estimate a design effect (ie, 1.24) and divided this
into the sample size to reduce the sample size in line with
the likely clustering [15].

2.2. Meta-analysis

Fixed-effect meta-analyses of age and the prognostic
factor were performed for each review on the assumption
that there was a common treatment estimate (ie, zero)
across the randomized trials. Because of the principle of
random allocation, we would assume that all trials that
had conducted ‘‘true’’ randomization would result in
comparability of covariates by group allocation except for
chance differences. Following this, then the assumption is
that all rigorous randomized trials, when meta-analyzed,
will result in an estimated difference of zero in mean base-
line variable between groups. Therefore, the assumption
that the true ‘‘treatment’’ estimate of zero on baseline cova-
riates must be true across all the trials. The P-value for the
difference in the variables between the control and inter-
vention groups for each systematic review was calculated.
The I2 value of heterogeneity from the meta-analysis was
interpreted in line with the Cochrane hand book guidelines:
0% to 40% might not be important; 30% to 60% may repre-
sent moderate heterogeneity; 50% to 90% may represent
substantial heterogeneity; and 75% to 100% may represent
considerable heterogeneity [16]. The I2 values are pre-
sented with 95% CI computed by hand using the ‘‘test-
based’’ method [17]. Separate meta-regressions were
performed for each review to assess whether allocation
concealment adequacy was a predictor of heterogeneity in
the variables [16]. For the hip protector review, two
‘‘collapsed’’ meta-regressions were conducted for each
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factor: first comparing the low-risk trials with those with a
high or unclear risk and second comparing those with a low
or unclear risk with high-risk trials. Analyses were per-
formed in Comprehensive Meta-Analysis 2 (Biostat, Engle-
wood, NJ, USA).

3. Results

The results of the meta-analyses for both reviews are
presented in Table 1.

3.1. Hip protector review (n 5 16 RCTs)

3.1.1. Age
Twelve trials were included in the meta-analysis of base-

line age, of which 42% (n 5 5) were classified as having a
low risk of bias, 25% (n 5 3) as having a high risk of bias,
and 33% (n 5 4) as unclear (Fig. 1). The number of partic-
ipants randomized into each trial ranged from 72 to 6,868
(median 581). The standardized mean difference in age
was �0.007 (intervention group on average younger than
control group). This difference was not significant
(P 5 0.71; Fig. 2); however, there was evidence of moder-
ate heterogeneity (I2 5 53.7; 95% CI: 10.9%, 76.0%), with

the CI suggesting that the heterogeneity is statistically
significantly different from zero. The meta-regression
found evidence to suggest that allocation concealment
was a statistically significant predictor of heterogeneity
(P ! 0.01, Appendix at www.jclinepi.com), when trials
with an unclear risk of bias were combined with both
low- or high-risk trials and compared with the remaining
subset.

3.1.2. Body mass
Seven trials were included in the meta-analysis of base-

line body mass, of which 43% (n 5 3) were classified as
having a low risk of bias, 29% (n 5 2) as having a high
risk of bias, and 29% (n5 2) as unclear (Fig. 1). The num-
ber of participants randomized into each trial ranged from
164 to 6,868 (median 672). There was evidence of a statis-
tically significant difference in body mass between the
intervention and control groups (standardized mean differ-
ence �0.093; P ! 0.001; Fig. 2) and of considerable het-
erogeneity (I2 5 76.4; 95% CI: 50.3%, 88.8%), with the
CI suggesting that the heterogeneity is statistically signif-
icantly different from zero. Both meta-regression analyses
yielded a P-value of less than 0.01; thus, there was evi-
dence to suggest that allocation concealment explained

Table 1. Results of the analyses for the two systematic reviews

Variable
Intervention

group, mean (SD)
Control group,
mean (SD)

Standardized
mean difference

Difference between
groups (P-value) I2 value

Meta-regression
(P-value)

Hip protector review (n 5 16a)
Age (n 5 12) 83.6 (6.9) 83.4 (7.1) �0.007 0.71 53.7 Both !0.01
BMI (n 5 7) 55.0 (11.5) 55.9 (11.4) �0.093 !0.001 76.4 Both !0.01

Low back pain review (n 5 26)
Age (n 5 20) 44.2 (11.4) 44.0 (11.5) 0.003 0.91 22.0 0.19
Back pain (n 5 17) 17.1 (8.5) 17.2 (8.7) �0.021 0.51 55.8 0.40

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; BMI, body mass index.
a n indicates the number of RCTs.

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of studies through the review.
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some of the heterogeneity observed (Appendix at www.
jclinepi.com).

3.2. Low back pain review (n 5 26 RCTs)

3.2.1. Age
Twenty trials were included in the meta-analysis of base-

line age, of which 50% (n 5 10) were classified as having a
low risk of bias and 50% (n 5 10) as unclear (Fig. 1). The
number of participants randomized into each trial ranged
from 30 to 1,334 (median 154). No difference in age was
detected between the intervention and control groups (stan-
dardized mean difference 0.003; P 5 0.91; Fig. 3) and only
weak heterogeneity (I2 5 22.0; 95% CI: 0.0%, 54.7%),
with a CI that includes zero. The meta-regression did not
suggest that allocation concealment predicted this heteroge-
neity (P 5 0.19; Appendix at www.jclinepi.com).

3.2.2. Back pain score
Seventeen trials were included in the meta-analysis of

baseline back pain score, of which 47% (n 5 8) were clas-
sified as having a low risk of bias and 53% (n 5 9) as un-
clear (Fig. 1). The number of participants randomized into
each trial ranged from 47 to 1,334 (median 174). No

difference between the age of the intervention and control
groups was detected (standardized mean difference
�0.021; P 5 0.50; Fig. 3), but there was evidence of sub-
stantial statistically significant heterogeneity (I2 5 55.8;
95% CI: 23.7%, 74.4%). As with age, the meta-regression
did not show allocation concealment to be a predictor of
this heterogeneity (P 5 0.40; Appendix at www.jclinepi.
com).

4. Discussion

The purpose of this work was to ascertain whether it is
viable to use a prognostic factor to assess baseline hetero-
geneity within systematic reviews.

Our meta-analyses suggested that there is evidence of
heterogeneity between the control and intervention groups
across both variables in the two reviews, when there should
be none if patients were randomized and allocated to their
treatment group securely. Indeed, we have shown that
although I2 values calculated from the same meta-analysis
are likely to be correlated, the prognostic factors exhibited
more heterogeneity than age, which suggests that they may
be more sensitive to selection bias. However, although in

Fig. 2. Forest plots for the hip protector review.
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both of our examples, we found that age did not generate as
much heterogeneity as other baseline covariates, given only
two systematic reviews, this may be due to chance and
would require further investigation in a wider range of
studies.

Meta-regression of the hip protector review showed that
allocation concealment is a statistically significant predictor
of the heterogeneity observed in both the age and body
mass data. Meta-regression analysis for the back pain re-
view did not suggest that allocation concealment explained
the heterogeneity observed; however, half of the articles
had an unclear risk of bias. It is, therefore, possible that is-
sues with the reporting quality masked the results. Never-
theless, the consequence of these findings is that the

conclusions from both of these reviews are based on poten-
tially biased results and should be treated with caution.

It was put forward, by a reviewer of this article, that pub-
lication bias is an alternative explanation for the heteroge-
neity observed in the systematic reviews by the following
argument: imagine a population of trials with an average
baseline imbalance in a particular confounding variable of
zero. Because of chance, some of the trials will have an
imbalance in this variable in one direction, whereas others
will have an imbalance in the other direction. If the respec-
tive variable is a treatment effect moderator, one form of
the imbalance may lead to more positive results. If only
these trials are published and available for a systematic re-
view, the component set of trials will exhibit baseline

Fig. 3. Forest plots for the low back pain review.
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imbalance and the reason will be due to publication bias
rather than ‘‘subverted’’ or inadequate allocation.

However, we believe that publication bias is not really a
reasonable explanation as if trials imbalanced in a partic-
ular direction are more likely to get published because they
are positive, then this is likely to reduce heterogeneity but
increase the baseline imbalance, which was not observed
here. A reviewer should expect to see no heterogeneity
and no statistically significant differences in confounders
between the groups. If a review showed a significant differ-
ence in baseline measure of outcome, say, but no heteroge-
neity, the conclusion would be that a proportion of the
included trials have allocation subversion all favoring the
same treatment arm. However, if there were simply signif-
icant heterogeneity but no overall difference in the baseline
covariate, this does not imply that because subversion is
operating in both directions that the review’s results are
believable. It may mean that the trials are in significant
imbalance in a particular direction that favors an unknown
covariate. In truly randomized trials, this unknown or un-
measured covariate will be balanced across a group of tri-
als, but when heterogeneity is present, we cannot be
confident that this holds true.

A statistically significant pooled baseline imbalance was
seen in body mass in the hip protector review. Although the
difference was small, any imbalance on an observable var-
iable and the presence of heterogeneity is a marker of inad-
equate allocation concealment. The magnitude of the
difference is and is not important. Obviously, a large base-
line imbalance is likely to be more worrying, but because
we could not know which factor a trial’s randomization is
subverted on, we can consider only a justifiable proxy, here,
age and a prognostic variable for each review. A much
bigger ‘‘true’’ imbalance in either an unknown or unmea-
sured confounder may be present, which would undermine
the review. Indeed, our review is likely to underestimate
imbalances in randomization if the clinician is allocating
patients based on an unmeasured or unreported covariate,
which correlates only weakly with age or other reported
prognostic variables. Consequently, any observed baseline
heterogeneity is, in our opinion, a cause for concern.

It is a commonly held belief that the chance of apparent
baseline imbalance in prognostic factors is higher for small
sample sizes than for large ones. Senn [18] cites this as one
of his seven myths of randomization in clinical trials.
Indeed, we included the sample size of the component
RCTs as an independent variable in the meta-regressions,
and it was not seen to statistically significantly predict het-
erogeneity in any of them.

We would recommend that the techniques described here
are routinely implemented by other systematic reviewers.
This supports the findings from previous work we have done
that shows heterogeneity in age is important in identifying
reviews containing poorly conducted trials [9].

There are a number of limitations to our review. We had
a relatively small sample size for the analysis of body mass

due to the exclusion of a number of RCTs for which data
could not be extracted. To perform the meta-regression
analysis, 10 or more trials are required for the test to be
reliable and so the results should be interpreted with
caution [16].

We retained the judgements made by the Cochrane re-
viewers on the adequacy of the reported allocation conceal-
ment method. Using a different risk of bias tool such as the
Jadad scale [19] may have resulted in different judgements
being made on the allocation concealment adequacy.

5. Conclusion

Age was reported in more of the component RCTs than
our chosen prognostic factor and so is useful to examine.
We would recommend that age and another relevant prog-
nostic factor are investigated simultaneously if possible
when exploring baseline heterogeneity within systematic
reviews. Age is known to be a variable on which allocation
within RCTs have been subverted [20]. If there is a lack of
available data to perform an analysis on a prognostic factor
specific to the review, then age can be considered. However,
prognostic factors specific to a systematic review may be
more sensitive in detecting heterogeneity than age if age
is not an important covariate; for example, if the RCT only
includes patients within a very narrow age range, then the
subversion may be more likely to be based on a pertinent
prognostic factor. It is important that baseline imbalances
are identified so that results from systematic reviews with
such imbalances are treated with the appropriate caution.
When baseline imbalances have been identified, it will
allow reviewers to perform sensitivity analyses and publish
systematic reviews with potentially more reliable
conclusions.
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Appendix 1 

1a. 

Meta-regression bubble plot and corresponding statistics for hip protectors review for age (low 

versus high or unclear risk of bias).         

 

             

 

 

 



 

Meta-regression bubble plot and corresponding statistics for hip protectors review for age (low or 

unclear versus high risk of bias).   

       

 

 

 



 

1b. 

Meta-regression bubble plot and corresponding statistics for hip protectors review for body mass 

(low versus high or unclear risk of bias). 

 

 

 

 



Meta-regression bubble plot and corresponding statistics for hip protectors review for body mass 

(low or unclear versus high risk of bias). 

 

 

 

 

 



1c. 

Meta-regression bubble plot and corresponding statistics for low back pain review for age. 

 

  
  

 

 

 



1d. 

Meta-regression bubble plot and corresponding statistics for low back pain review for back pain 

score. 
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Clark, L., Fairhurst, C. and Torgerson, D.J., 2016. Allocation concealment in randomised controlled 
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Allocation concealment in randomised controlled trials:
are we getting better?
Laura Clark and colleagues assess the allocation concealment methods in a sample of randomised
controlled trial publications

Laura Clark research fellow, Caroline Fairhurst research fellow, David J Torgerson director

York Trials Unit, University of York, York YO10 5DD, UK

A robust randomised controlled trial (RCT) must use allocation
concealment—that is, separate the act of randomisation from
the person recruiting participants. Poor randomisation methods
cause exaggerated treatment effects, are open to subversion by
researchers or clinicians, and have a knock-on effect on
systematic reviews.1-3

The CONSORT statement, which leading medical journals
endorse, states that the method of allocation (comprising
sequence generation, allocation concealment mechanism, and
implementation) should be clearly described.4 Allocation
concealment is dependent on the method of sequence generation
as well as the concealment mechanism.
Almost a fifth of trials published in major medical journals in
2002 used inadequate concealment, and a quarter failed to
describe how the allocation was concealed.2 Here we examine
a sample of RCTs published in 2015 to see whether the situation
has improved.

Defining inadequate allocation
concealment
We searched four high impact medical journals (The BMJ,
Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA); the
Lancet, and theNew England Journal of Medicine (NEJM)) and
found 79 RCTs published between June and August 2015. We
extracted and judged their mechanism for allocation
concealment, taking into consideration the study design,
sequence generation method, and allocation concealment
mechanism. We defined an inadequate process as one that used
envelopes as the method of allocation concealment (box 1) or
used stratified block randomisation by site with small block
sizes as the sequence generation method (box 2), except in
double blind trials. If insufficient detail was provided in the
paper, we checked the protocol or emailed the authors.

Fifteen trials were poorly randomised
Twenty seven (34%) of the RCTs were placebo controlled
double blind trials, in which allocation is generally well

concealed; participants are assigned a number corresponding
to a packet of drugs, and only the pharmacist has access to the
unblinding codes. One of these trials used envelopes, but as the
pharmacist opened the envelopes after the clinician enrolled the
participant it was deemed adequate. We judged these trials, and
22 (28%) of the remaining trials, as adequate.We initially found
that 13 trials (16%) had used a randomisation method that put
them at risk of bias and 17 trials (22%) contained insufficient
detail to determine whether the method of allocation
concealment was adequate.We receivedmore information from
the authors of nine (53%) of these trials, two of which were
found to be inadequate, giving a total of 15 (19%) trials with
inadequate concealment (table 1⇓). Seven trials used envelopes
to allocate participants, seven trials used small block sizes and/or
stratified by site, and one used both small blocks and envelopes.
We noted two inconsistencies with the use of block
randomisation. The trial by Senn et al had an imbalance of 12
participants between the randomised groups; the largest possible
imbalance for a block size of two stratified by three centres is
three. Correspondence with the authors confirmed that 10 cases
were misallocated to the intervention group.26 The authors said
that a combination of technical and human errors accounted for
the imbalance—“the laptop froze during randomisation, the
server went down temporarily, research assistants inadvertently
practiced on a live site, and participants went to the wrong
session.” They reassigned the 10 participants to their originally
assigned groups and found no change in benefit for the
intervention.
The trial by Cox and colleagues27 said that patients were
allocated 2:1 with blocks of four, but with a 2:1 ratio the block
size should be divisible by three. Correspondence with the author
confirmed that the statement in the paper was a mistake, and an
erratum has been published in the Lancet.

More rigour is needed
Our findings—that 19% of trials described inadequate methods
of allocation concealment and 22% failed to report their
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Box 1: Sequentially numbered opaque sealed envelopes (SNOSE)

Envelopes containing the treatment allocation are opened by the recruiting clinician on participant enrolment. To be robust, the envelopes
should be truly opaque, sequentially numbered, and opened in the correct order. The clinician should not open the envelope in advance
and should ensure that the envelope seal has not been broken. Even in these circumstances we cannot guarantee that envelopes have not
been opened in advance to allow strategic scheduling of patient appointments to match the recruiter’s preferred allocation. A surgical trial
found that three of five surgeons had opened envelopes in order to subvert the randomisation.5 Trials that use SNOSE are more likely to
show a statistically significant treatment effect than trials that use more secure allocation methods, such as web based or telephone
randomisation.2 Despite this, the Cochrane handbook of systematic reviews says that trials that use SNOSE have a low risk of bias.6 In
practice, the bias risk is only lessened or eliminated when the people with access to the envelopes are distinct from those recruiting participants
to the trial.

Box 2: Block randomisation

Most trials use restricted randomisation methods to generate the allocation sequence, such as stratification,7 which requires the use of block
allocation within each strata. In this method a limited sequence of allocations are repeated: for example, a block size of four with two
treatments (A and B) has six potential blocks of sequences (AABB, ABAB, BBAA, BABA, ABBA, and BAAB). Even if a robust allocation
concealment mechanism is used (such as central web based randomisation), subversion of the allocation is possible. For example, stratifying
by site and using a small fixed block size makes the allocation sequence predictable7—in a two arm trial using randomisation stratified by
site and a fixed block size of four, every fourth allocation can be accurately predicted, and the third allocation in a block can be predicted a
third of the time, if one keeps a record of the previous allocations given to patients. Only simple randomisation avoids the problem.8 This is
not just a theoretical concern. In a trial of supplemental oxygen for retinopathy of prematurity, clinicians tried to avoid recruiting and allocating
patients to the control group, which they judged as being undesirable for some patients.9 An RCT of rehabilitation for patients with fractured
neck of femur failed because, despite using telephone randomisation, the block size of six was deciphered part way through the trial, which
led to prediction and selection bias.10 The use of larger or variable block sizes or avoiding stratifying by site can minimise this problem.
Stratification is only beneficial for small sample sizes or slowly recruiting trials or if treatment logistics demand some predictability of treatment
volume (for example, surgical treatments). For many, if not most, trials simple randomisation is preferred (if n>100).7

randomisation methods clearly—are similar to those found in
2002 (18% and 26%were inadequate and unclear, respectively).
The sample size of the 2002 study was much larger (n=234)
than here (n=79).
Despite the known inadequacies of the use of envelopes for
treatment allocation, we found their use in at least nine trials.
Regardless of whether the allocation code is computer generated
or the investigators are blinded, the person enrolling the patient
can potentially open an envelope in advance. In certain
scenarios, such as trials conducted in remote areas, the use of
SNOSE may be the only feasible approach—if so, envelopes
should be sequentially numbered and it should be stated clearly
that a person who is separate from the assessment and
recruitment of the patient opens the envelope, as described in
the CONSORT statement (item 10).4 Rigour might be further
enhanced by writing patients’ details on the outside of envelopes
that contain carbon paper, so that the patients’ names are
transferred to the sheet of paper with the allocation on before
the envelope is opened.
Researchers and funders must try harder (box 3). Minimisation
is an alternative to block randomisation, which allocates
participants to the trial arm that best maintains balance across
specified stratifying factors.28 Minimisation is a dynamic mode
of random allocation—instead of using an allocation list that is
generated before the trial begins, a participant’s allocation
depends on their characteristics and, crucially, the characteristics
of the participants already enrolled. Allocation by minimisation
is much more difficult to predict than stratified, block
randomisation, particularly if a random element is introduced
(that is, instead of using minimisation to completely determine
the allocations, a pre-specified probability that the treatment
will be chosen is used for each randomisation).
Leading medical journals should specify that, at a specified
point in the future, trials using small block sizes or SNOSEwill
not be accepted for publication, except for in extenuating
circumstances, such as in emergency medicine or based on the
location of the trial (for example, in remote areas that don’t have
access to the internet or a telephone system). If these methods
are used the details should be described explicitly and
transparently. Meanwhile, journals could request that completed
trials that used blocked randomisation perform a Berger-Exner
test29 to assess for selection bias. This statistical test looks for

a relationship between baseline variables and the position of
the participant in the block. In the absence of subversion no
relation should be found between these factors. This is not
onerous for the authors and would demonstrate that their trial
was conducted with robust methodology. Refusal to perform
the test would preclude publication. Some trials30 31 that use
block randomisation do report checking for subversion, but this
statistical approach is rarely used.
Journals should ask a methodologist to carefully review the
reported methods of randomisation before any trial is published
or even sent for review. If those planning future trials felt that
publication in a high impact journal was closed to them if their
randomisation system was not robust they might be more
focused at the design stage. It would also lead to an awareness
of, and education in, the importance of robust randomisation
methods and clearer reporting. Although journals endorse
CONSORT, they are not enforcing it properly.We propose that,
for randomisation at least, an editor or reviewer is mandated to
ensure that the text is compliant with CONSORT.
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Box 3: Advice for researchers and funders

Advice for researchers
Consult with a methodologist when designing an RCT
Use simple randomisation for larger sample sizes and consider using minimisation if stratification is required
When calculating costings for an RCT, factor in funding for third party randomisation services
If SNOSE are the only practical method to conceal the randomisation sequence ensure that their preparation and execution is
methodologically rigorous—state who prepared the envelopes, what (if any) additional security measures were in place, and who opened
the envelopes in the publication of the RCT
Explicitly state randomisation and allocation concealment methods in protocol and publication. If there is a reason why the information
cannot be provided in the publication (for example, the word limit) refer to the section of the protocol in which a reader can find it, or
supply the information in a supplementary document

Advice for funders
Ensure a methodologist is involved in designing and reporting the RCT
Do not fund RCTs using SNOSE unless justified as the only available option
Do not fund research that uses a block size of less than six with site stratification

Key messages

Good allocation concealment is vital for robust randomised trials
38% of the trials in our sample of those published in major medical journals did not report good allocation concealment methods
Journals should insist that sealed envelopes and other weak concealment methods are no longer used
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Table

Table 1| Trials with inadequate concealment

RationaleRandomisation/allocation concealment detailsStudy

The BMJ

Using a mixture of blocks of two and four leads to an
88% chance of prediction, using the technique of
assuming the next allocation was the opposite of the
previous one

Participants were randomised using a secure web based randomisation system to
receive either intervention or routine care. Mixture of block sizes of two and four
was used, which was kept secret from recruiting staff

Smith et al, 2015*†11

As aboveAs aboveSmith et al, 2015*†12

Stratification by centre using blocks of four leads to
predictability

The women were randomly allocated in a 1:1 ratio using web based, computer
generated randomisation tables in blocks of four, stratified by hospital and stage
of uterine prolapse

Detollenare et al, 201513

JAMA

Use of envelope opened by recruiting clinician. Report
implies that sequentially numbered envelopes were
shuffled, which would break numerical sequencing,
but the authors later clarified that shuffling was
performed before sequential numbering

Patients were randomised using a closed envelope method, in a 1:1 ratio. There
were 610 opaque, sealed, and sequentially numbered envelopes. The envelopes
were shuffled and distributed to each participating hospital. The surgeon on duty
in each hospital opened a consecutively numbered envelope that contained group
assignment for the patient. Most of the treating surgeons were not part of the core
study team and provided care as they did in their normal clinical practice

Salimen et al, 201514

Envelopes used with small block sizes with clinicians
recruiting patients opening the envelopes. 88%
chance of prediction

Randomisation was conducted in blocks of two or four, regardless
of entry criteria, with opaque envelopes, using a single computer generated random
number sequence for all centres. Attending physicians randomly assigned patients
in a 1:1 ratio to one of two groups

Stéphan et al, 201515

Use of envelopes is unclear. Protocol says that
minimisation and envelopes would be used. The
paper says blocks of four. Response from authors
did not clarify whether envelopes were used.
Inadequate due to small block size.

Randomisation was conducted in blocks of four. A restricted electronic randomisation
chart was provided to the study coordinator by the statistician

Polusny et al, 201516

Advanced opening of envelopes increases risk of biasThe project coordinator prepared opaque envelopes that were indistinguishable
from each other and thick enough so that their contents are not legible from the
outside. The research assistant returned to the project office to draw the next
sequential envelope from the file, beginning with #1001 for the first participant

Rhodes et al, 201517

The Lancet

Use of envelopes is inadequate. It is unclear whether
the research assistants prepared and opened the
envelopes to recruit participants

Women were randomised to intervention or standard care (1:1) in blocks of 12,
stratified by study site, using a computer random number generator. Sequentially
numbered, opaque, sealed envelopes, each containing a random allocation, were
prepared at the coordinating centre and later opened in consecutive order by the
research assistants after obtaining written consent

Klingberg-Allvin et al,
201518

88% chance of predictionParticipants were randomised (1:1) with a web based system by random permuted
blocks with variable block size (range 2–4), stratified by centre

Broekhuijsen et al,
201519

Use of envelopes is inadequate. It is unclear who
opened the envelopes—if recruiting clinician then
increased risk of bias.

Participants were randomly assigned (1:1) to receive intervention or standard care.
An independent biostatistician prepared sealed and masked randomisation
envelopes, which were assigned to each trial site. Participants, investigators, and
medical staff were not masked to group allocation

Ardehali et al, 201520

Small block size with centre stratification using an
open design allows the risk of bias due to prediction
of allocation

Participants were randomised to intervention or control in a 1:1 ratio. Computer
generated allocation was done in blocks of four (two individuals randomly allocated
to each group) at each site after baseline by the study nurse

Ngandu et al, 201521

Envelopes opened by staff who were recruiting
participants

The allocation sequence was computer generated centrally at WHO, and enrolment
and randomisation was done by a research assistant based at each study site.
Randomisation was in a 1:1 ratio, stratified by country, and restricted with randomly
varying block sizes of 4–6. We concealed allocation through sealed opaque
envelopes. Randomisation envelopes were opened by study staff just before random
assignment

Barone et al, 201522

NEJM

Use of envelopes increases risk of bias by advanced
opening of envelopes. No description of block size.

Patients were randomly assigned to intervention or standard care with the use of
opaque, sealed, sequentially numbered envelopes. The randomisation list was
computer generated. Randomisation was performed in random permuted blocks
and was stratified according to centre

Arabi et al, 201523

A block size of two allows a 75% chance of prediction.
A block size of two with stratification by three centres
should mean, at worst, an imbalance of three
participants between groups.

At baseline participants completed a computerised
survey, underwent randomisation, and immediately attended their first intervention
or control session. Randomisation was performed in permuted blocks of two using
an online tool, stratified by site

Senn et al, 201524
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Table 1 (continued)

RationaleRandomisation/allocation concealment detailsStudy

Use of envelopes increases risk of bias by advanced
opening of envelopes.

Patients were enrolled after written informed consent was obtained, with stratification
into one of two groups based on cancer stage. In each stratum, patients were

Chagpar et al, 201525

randomly assigned in a 1:1 ratio to intervention or control. Sealed randomisation
envelopes were assigned on the basis of a randomisation list generated a priori at
the Yale Center for Analytical Sciences. Study personnel were unaware of the
assignments. The sealed envelopes were opened intraoperatively after the surgeon
completed the partial mastectomy.

*Both trials were conducted at the same time by the same authors.
†Originally unclear but after email correspondence became inadequate.
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Original Article

Envelope use and reporting in
randomised controlled trials:
A guide for researchers

Laura Clark , Alexandra Dean , Alex Mitchell and
David J Torgerson

Abstract

Introduction: To produce robust evidence RCTs need to be rigorously conducted as poorly performed studies

introduce bias and can mislead clinicians and policy makers. Poor allocation concealment has the largest single

impact on bias in RCTs than other methodological aspects. Envelopes are frequently used as a method of allocation

concealment and can be associated with increased risk of bias. This paper aims to review envelope use in RCTs

published in 2017–2018 and create a guide as a reference for researchers when planning and publishing RCTs when

using envelopes as an allocation concealment method.

Methods: RCTs that used envelopes as a form of allocation concealment that were published in BMJ, JAMA, NEJM and

The Lancet in 2017 and 2018 were identified and methodological data on their envelope use extracted and authors were

contacted to ascertain reasons for using envelopes in their research.

Results: 338 RCTs were identified that were published in 2017 and 2018. 8% (n¼ 29) of the RCTs published used

envelopes as an allocation concealment method. 24.1% (n¼ 7) of studies reported envelope studies robustly with all

required methodological information stated to enable an assessment of quality. Budget was the most frequent reason

given for envelope use (41.7%).

Discussion: Only 24% of published RCTs, that used envelopes, contained robust methodological information to enable

the reader to judge whether the randomisation and allocation concealment method was adequate.

Conclusion: RCTs are not reporting envelope use well. RCTs using envelopes should be designed and reported clearly

ensuring all necessary methodological information is included.

Keywords

Validity, reliability, bias, evidence-based medicine, methods and methodology, planning the research, designing a rand-

omised blinded trial, randomised trials, clinical trials, meta-analysis

Introduction

Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs) are considered

to be the gold standard in assessing the effectiveness of

interventions. To produce robust evidence RCTs need

to be rigorously conducted as poorly performed studies

introduce bias and can mislead clinicians and policy

makers. Probably the single design element associated

with biased findings in trials is poor or absent alloca-

tion concealment.1,2

Allocation concealment

Allocation concealment is defined as the method used

to conceal the randomisation sequence from all study

personnel until after the patient has been recruited into

the study. This stops the randomisation sequence being

subverted and the study having a high risk of bias. It

has been shown that having an inadequate allocation

concealment method can exaggerate the effect size by

41%.1,2 There are multiple ways that the randomisa-

tion sequence can be concealed, such as web-based or
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telephone systems. Traditionally, before web and tele-

phone systems were available envelopes were used. The

use of sealed envelopes as a method still lingers on as a

concealment method for a significant proportion of

RCTs. For instance, Yelland et al found in 2015 that

9% of RCTs employed sealed envelopes as a method of

concealment.3

Advantages and disadvantages of envelope use as a

method of allocation concealment

There are significant disadvantages to using envelopes

for allocation concealment. They can be opened in

advance for example,4 trans illumination can determine

the allocation5–8 such methods allow subversion of the

randomisation. On the other hand they are relatively

cheap and logistically practical in remote areas that are

internet or telephone free or in emergency medicine

situations.
In this paper we aim to describe the types of trials

that continue to use envelopes and the quality of the

envelope concealment used and to provide advice on

their safer usage.

Methods

RCTs published in BMJ, JAMA, NEJM and The

Lancet in 2017 and 2018 were identified. Two reviewers

extracted data from each paper on the randomisation

and allocation concealment methods. Those RCTs that

used envelopes to conceal the randomisation sequence

were identified.

Envelope concealment

We used the approach described by Doig and Simpson9

to define high quality envelope concealment. There are

three areas that were assessed as follows:

1. If the person who created the envelope was stated

Best practice for the use of envelopes in RCTs would

be that a randomisation sequence would be generated

and personal not involved in the RCT would create the

envelopes for the RCT.

2. Whether the envelopes had an additional security

measure.

Envelopes should have an additional security mea-

sure rather than just being closed and be opaque and

sequentially numbered. This order can then be checked

and anomalies will be identified if the randomisation

sequence has been violated. Other additional security

measures include the person who has created the

envelope signing the back of the envelope when

sealed so it is obvious if it has been tampered with.

Inserting foil and or carbon paper into the envelope

prevents trans-illumination and the carbon paper

allows an additional audit trail as the participants

name and date of recruitment can be written on the

envelope at the point of recruitment before the enve-

lope has been opened and the carbon paper prints this

information to the allocation insert. The envelopes

should be kept securely and not with the research

team who are responsible for recruiting participants

into the study.

3. If the person who opened the envelope (recruited

participants) was stated

The person who created the envelope should not be

the same person who recruits participants to prevent

the ordering of participants into one treatment arm or

another.
We identified these and other quality factors and

extracted them from each RCT that used envelopes:

the envelope description, whether who created the

envelope and who opened the envelope was stated.

We emailed each corresponding author of the RCTs

that used envelopes as an allocation concealment

method and inquired as to why they have chosen enve-

lopes as an allocation concealment method.

Results

A total of 338 RCTs were identified that were pub-

lished in 2017 and 2018. 7.5% of RCTs published in

2017 used envelopes and 9.5% in 2018. Combined,

8.6% (n¼ 29) of the RCTs published in 2017 and

2018 used envelopes as an allocation concealment

method. We emailed each author of the RCTs using

envelopes and received responses from 12 (41%) of

them. Figure 1 shows the flow of studies.
Table 1 shows the description from the paper of

each envelope trial with the necessary quality factors

and trial setting. 24.1% (n¼ 7) of studies that use enve-

lopes for allocation concealment, reported envelope use

robustly with all required methodological information

stated to enable an assessment of quality. 44.8%

(n¼ 13) reported who created the envelope, 44.8%

(n¼ 13) reported who opened the envelope and

62.1% (n¼ 18) reported the envelope description

adequately.
Table 2 shows the author stated reasons for enve-

lope use, it was found that the most frequent reason

given was budget (41.7%).

Clark et al. 3



Discussion

Envelope use is similar to 2015 where Yelland found, in
a similar group of journals, that 9% of RCTs used
envelopes as a form of allocation concealment [2].
Reasons for envelope use were all appropriate for the
trial design and setting that the research was being
conducted.

It was disappointing that only 24% of the published
RCTs in this sample contained robust methodological
information to enable the reader to judge the RCT as
adequate and low risk of bias when assessing the ran-
domisation and allocation concealment methods. This
therefore means that 76% of RCTs cannot enter
into systematic reviews with a low risk of bias, there
will be a higher level of uncertainty of the validity of
the systematic review. All resources used to perform
this research is wasted as the published report is
not clear.

Many envelopes were not described as having any

additional security measures. They were simply stated

as being ‘sealed’, they may have been sequentially num-

bered however this was not stated so it cannot be

assumed. Only one study (Boden – see Appendix 1

for a list of all included studies) stated that they used

very secure envelopes with the addition of foil to wrap

the allocation cards within the envelopes. Foil prevents

the trans-illumination of the envelopes and further pro-

tects an RCT from subversion.1,9 It has been found

that RCTs employing the use of envelopes without

additional security measures are associated with an

exaggerated effect size.10 Results from insecure enve-

lopes will be treated with caution by policy makers –

thus highlighting the important of using secure enve-

lopes and ensuring that if secure envelopes were used

the details are reported comprehensively to enable

policy makers to have confidence in the reported

Randomised Controlled Trials 
(RCTs) identified in JAMA, BMJ, 
The Lancet and NEJM across 
2017 and 2018:

2017 n= 160

2018 n = 178

RCTs that used envelopes for 
allocation concealment identified: 

2017 n = 12

2018 n = 17

Authors of RCTs using envelopes 
emailed for reasoning behind the 
use of envelopes:

n = 29

Authors 
responded:

n = 12

Adequate reporting on the 
use of envelopes in the 
RCT:

n = 7

Figure 1. Flow of trials through study.
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results. The use of foil with sequentially numbered
sealed opaque envelopes in the opinion of the authors
of this paper should be the gold standard way to set up
an envelope for use within an RCT.

One point of interest is there are two RCTs in this
sample that describe the same methodology from the
large scale RCT but are reporting different results.
Interestingly one study was deemed methodologically
robust (Patel) and one was not (Nadkarni) as they did
not report who created the envelope. This small omis-
sion has resulted in a study not being classed as having
robust methodology.

There are a variety of valid reasons why envelopes
are used within RCTs. We would urge researchers to
carefully consider their research budget and assess
whether they should allocate additional funds to
cover the cost of a more robust and secure random-
isation and allocation concealment method if their
research design allows. Envelopes are inexpensive but
if not executed and published robustly the entire
research cannot contribute meaningfully to the evi-
dence base.

After analysing the data gained in this research we
can see that there is still a two-fold issue with envelope
use. Envelopes are not being prepared in a rigorous
manner with additional security measures and they
are not reported in a transparent robust way ensuring
all methodological information is provided. There is
unclear information given to ascertain whether the
envelope had additional security measures and whether
the person creating the envelope is separate to the
person who opens the envelope at the point of
recruitment.

Future recommendations

Figure 2 shows the recommendation we have to the
following when performing research with envelopes as
an allocation concealment method.

It is also pertinent to discuss the evolving nature of
technology and allocation concealment methods. For
rapid randomisation envelopes are a sensible choice,
there are however apps being created that can rapidly
randomise participants. These are also a relatively inex-
pensive method of randomisation and allocation con-
cealment and may be used more widely in the future.
Even with the use of innovative technology methodol-
ogy will still need to be published thoroughly for meth-
odological quality judgements to be made.

Moving forward we would urge authors to plan
for and create secure envelopes when using enve-
lopes as a form of allocation concealment are the
only option for their RCT and to write their
research transparently to include all the methodolog-
ical information stated in Figure 2. Journals shouldT
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ensure that any RCT published that uses envelopes

as a form of allocation concealment should be

reported robustly.

Conclusions

Allocation concealment methods are one of the most

influential methodological factors on the validity of an

RCT. Envelopes can be used as a robust method of

allocation concealment. However, they are the most

insecure method associated with subverting an RCT.

If they are used within a research design they

should be created robustly and reported clearly

ensuring all necessary methodological information is

included.
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Abstract 

Objective: Blocking is associated with prediction of the allocation sequence and subversion. This paper explores if blocking strategies 
lead to an increase in baseline age heterogeneity (a marker for potential subversion) and, whether the use of blocking is changing over 
time. 

Study Design and Settings: The British Medical Journal, Journal of the American Medical Association, The Lancet and the New 

England Journal of Medicine were hand searched to identify open RCTs published in January between 2001 and 2020. To explore 
heterogeneity of baseline age meta-analyses were performed on trials implementing blocking, minimization, and simple randomization. 

Results: One hundred seventy-nine open RCTs were identified: nine (5.0%) undertook simple randomization, 104 (58.1%) blocking, 
25 (13.9%) minimization, and one (0.6%) both. Baseline age heterogeneity of 24% ( P = 0.02) was observed in all trials implementing 
blocking, 62% ( P = 0.001) in trials implementing a fixed block of four, 40% ( P = 0.07) implementing variable blocks including a 2 
and 0% for both simple randomization and minimization. Small block sizes are implemented in modern trials. 

Conclusion: Variable block sizes including two are associated with subversion and should not be implemented. If center only 
stratification is necessary, it should be used alongside larger blocking schemes. Authors should consider alternative methods to restrict 
randomization. © 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 

Key Words: Research design; Bias; Allocation concealment; Randomization; Randomized controlled trials; Methodology 

What is new? 

Key findings 
• Recently published trials are observed to be imple- 

menting blocking including a block size of two and 

stratifying by center. 
• Increased heterogeneity of baseline age – an in- 

dication of subversion – is observed in trials im- 
plementing a variable blocking scheme including a 
block size of two. 
• Avoiding small fixed block sizes and using large 

variable blocking schemes are recommended to 

safeguard against prediction of allocation sequence 
in randomized controlled trials. 
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What this study adds to what was known 

• Variable block sizes that include a block size of two 

are not a safeguard against subversion as they are 
associated with moderate heterogeneity of baseline 
age, both when center stratification has been per- 
formed and without. 

What is the implication and what should change 
now? 

• If blocking is to be implemented it should be done 
so with larger blocking schemes that do not include 
a block size of two. 

1. Introduction 

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the 
gold standard to assess a difference of effect between treat- 
ment groups [1 , 2] . They need to be designed to mini- 
mize bias, including selection bias, which can ensue if the 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2021.09.009 
0895-4356/© 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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method used to conceal the allocation sequence is inade- 
quate or predictable [3] . Heterogeneity, in meta-analyses, 
of baseline variables, such as age, is an indicator that some 
of the included trials have been subverted and therefore im- 
pacted by selection bias [4–6] . Such heterogeneity may be 
as a result of using ‘restricted randomization’. Because of 
perceived problems with ‘simple’ or unrestricted randomi- 
sation most RCTs use a form of restricted randomization, 
which maintains balance within the arms, and for speci- 
fied covariate, during participant recruitment [7] . Indeed, 
approximately 90% of trials published in major clinical 
journals use some form of restriction in their randomiza- 
tion process [7] . 

The use of restricted randomization in RCTs has long 

been implemented [8] . The reasons for restricted random- 
ization include the following: for small trials (n < 100) it 
creates numerically balanced treatment groups which im- 
prove statistical efficiency. For larger trials it also leads to 

balance on stratifying variables, such as treatment center, 
and where trials are slow to recruit it also avoids chance 
temporal effects [9] . It can also avoid a streak of the same 
allocation occurring in a row, which may be useful for lo- 
gistical reasons (e.g., planning treatment slots) [10] . How- 
ever, restricted randomization often increases the risk of al- 
location prediction, which in turn increases the risk of suc- 
cessful allocation subversion [11] . Double blinding through 

the use of placebos reduces the risk of prediction; however, 
many trials cannot use placebos and for these ‘open’ trials 
restricted randomization may significantly increase the risk 

of allocation prediction [7] . 
The most common method of restricting randomization 

is by using block randomization [11] . Block randomization 

occurs when the allocation sequences are repeated within a 
fixed block length, giving equal number of each allocation 

in the block. For example, a block size of four, which 

is commonly used, with two treatments A and B has six 

block sequences (i.e., ABAB, ABBA etc). By using block 

randomization, we can be sure that within each strata the 
allocation will never be imbalanced by more than half the 
block size (e.g., two participants for a block size of four). 

Concern regarding selection bias in association with 

blocking has been reported for many years [12–15] . If the 
block size is known and a record of allocations is kept 
then for a block size of four the fourth allocation is al- 
ways 100% predictable and for two of the six possible 
blocks the last two allocations are always predictable (i.e., 
AABB, BBAA) [7] . It can also be possible to work out 
the block size by keeping a log, for instance, Brown et al. 
[16] found that 16% of surveyed researchers admitted to 

keeping a log of previous allocations while recruiting par- 
ticipants. Consequently, it is often recommended that small 
fixed block sizes, such as a block size of four, are not 
implemented and variable block sizes are used to reduce 
predictability [17] . In addition, it has been recommended 

to use simple randomization for larger trials [18–22] and 

deal with chance imbalances with statistical adjustment at 

the analysis stage [7 , 23–25] . This technique was imple- 
mented recently in the RECOVERY trial which adjusted 

for a chance imbalance in age [26] . Alternatively, trialists 
should avoid blocking by center as any center stratification 

increases predictability [11] . 
A common approach that many researchers used to re- 

duce prediction is to have a mixture of small blocks such 

as two, four, and six in the randomization process [13 , 25] . 
Research has shown that varied block sizes does not com- 
pletely guard against prediction [27 , 28] , and including very 

small blocks (e.g., two) in a randomization scheme actu- 
ally increases the risk of prediction compared with using 

a single, larger, block size. Whether using small mixed 

block sizes leads to increased subversion is unknown. Hill 
and Wheatley have demonstrated in a simulation study that 
if the block size was not previously known correct pre- 
diction can occur 66% of the time with a block size of 
eight by guessing the opposite as to the previous alloca- 
tion [23] . There is no empirical evidence that the weakness 
of small blocks (i.e., their potential predictability) has been 

exploited in research to select participants into one group 

or another. 
In this paper, we explore within a sample of RCTs from 

high impact journals whether or not using small block sizes 
leads to an increase in baseline heterogeneity, which is a 
marker for potential subversion and whether the use of 
small block sizes is changing over time. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Methods for screening and collating all data 

Pairs of authors (L.C. and G.R., R.M.C. and L.B.) hand 

searched the electronic table of contents of the British 

Medical Journal, The Journals of the American Medical 
Association, New England Journal of Medicine, and The 
Lancet to identify individually randomized open RCTs 
published in January in each year from 2001 to 2020, 
each pair compared their identified trials to ensure accu- 
racy. Crossover trials were excluded because the perceived 

advantage of subverting randomization would be largely 

canceled at the point of crossover; placebo and double- 
blind trials were excluded because subversion is often con- 
sidered prohibitively difficult in these designs and cluster 
trials were excluded because baseline imbalance can occur 
due to recruitment bias. Interim/preliminary and secondary 

analyses were also excluded, alongside trials that termi- 
nated early. Full-text records were screened with consen- 
sus meetings used for trials that could not be categorized 

with existing decision rules. Data was extracted and second 

checked by a different author. Uncertainties were resolved 

by discussion between pairs of authors or by deferring to 

the wider review team. The following information was ex- 
tracted from all included RCTs: author, year of publication, 
publication title, trial design, randomization method, allo- 
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cation ratio, block size, stratification factor(s), and baseline 
age for each arm. 

2.2. Heterogeneity of age 

To assess whether using small block sizes was asso- 
ciated with baseline bias we undertook a series of pre- 
planned meta-analyses of age differences between the ran- 
domized groups. We chose age, rather than any other prog- 
nostic factor, because the mean and standard deviation 

(SD) by group is commonly reported in most trials. We 
did not extract any other prognostic variables as we only 

intended to use age in our analysis. Furthermore, while 
other prognostic factors might be more powerful than age, 
they are likely to be correlated with age. A fixed effect 
meta-analysis of age was performed in RevMan version 

5.4 [29] for each set of RCTs on the assumption that there 
was a common treatment estimate (zero) across the trials. 
If the null hypothesis is true (i.e., there is no age differ- 
ence between randomized groups) then we would expect 
no heterogeneity except by chance. It is robust random- 
ization (i.e., randomization that has not been subverted by 

prediction of the allocation sequence) that creates treat- 
ment groups that differ only by chance. Poor allocation 

concealment has previously been shown to be associated 

with increase heterogeneity of baseline age [5 , 6 , 30] . 
In the case of blocking, if an insecure blocking scheme 

were implemented that allowed accurate prediction of the 
allocation sequence, subversion can occur on a prognostic 
variable (here we tested age) and baseline heterogeneity 

could be observable. We assessed the heterogeneity of age 
for all trials implementing blocking and then those trials 
implementing: a fixed block size of four, block sizes of a 
fixed block of two and variable schemes where the small- 
est block is a two, fixed blocks of more than two and a 
variable scheme that is more than two and where the block 

size was unknown. This was repeated for those trials im- 
plementing stratification by center. Fixed blocks of four 
were assessed individually as these are accepted to be an 

insecure blocking scheme with a body of evidence around 

the risk of prediction [17] and from our previous work is 
the most common single small block that is widely used. 

To compare the difference in heterogeneity between tri- 
als using blocking – that is associated with prediction and 

subversion of randomization – we performed the analy- 
ses on trials implementing simple randomization and min- 
imization which are both considered to be at less risk of 
subversion. 

Heterogeneity was interpreted in line with Cochrane 
recommendations [31] . Trials could be included if their 
age data were presented in a format that could be con- 
verted to a mean and SD. Those trials presenting data in 

categories or as a mean range were excluded from the age 
analysis and those presenting age as median and IQR or 
range, were converted to a mean and SD using standard 

approximation formulas consistent with Cochrane recom- 

mendations [31] . When trials had three arms or more the 
intervention and first reported control arm were analyzed, 
in the case of equivalence studies the first two trial arms 
were analyzed. 

3. Results 

Four hundred eighty-two trials were screened and 179 

open RCTs were identified. Of these nine (5.0%) trials 
undertook simple randomization and 157 implemented re- 
stricted randomization (87.7%). When assessing trials im- 
plementing restricted randomization, 104 (66.2%) trials 
used blocking only with one (0.6%) trial using both min- 
imization and blocking, 27 stated they used stratification 

with no further details provided (17.2%), 25 (15.9%) used 

minimization only. One study in 2017 that implemented 

blocking used a separate block size for males and females, 
both have been recorded in this review where applicable. 
Figure 1 illustrates the flow of studies. 

The median block size observed throughout the review 

period was six, this ranged from two to 30, there was 
no trend in average block size over time. Variable block- 
ing schemes were implemented more frequently than fixed 

(n = 45 and n = 33, 42.9% and 31.4%, respectively). 
Table 1 presents the block sizes and stratification details 
used in RCTs implementing blocking from 2001 to 2020. 
Overall, 28 trials stratified by center only. Small block 

sizes have been implemented in recently published tri- 
als and in this data set center stratification with a block 

size of two was only observed to be implemented from 

2015. When examining the proportion of trials implement- 
ing center stratification, we found 33.3% (n = 5) trials with 

a blocking scheme including a two implemented it, 6.3% 

(n = 1) for those using a fixed block of four and 29.0% 

(n = 9) for trials using a blocking scheme of blocks larger 
than two. Reporting was suboptimal with 45 (42.9%) of 
trials not reporting a clear block size and 19 (18.1%) trials 
not reporting the stratification factor(s). 

Figure 2 shows observed statistically significant hetero- 
geneity, I 2 = 24% ( P = 0.02), when all eligible trials that 
implement blocking (n = 94) are analyzed together. One 
included trial was observed to have a large SD [32] follow- 
ing conversion from a 95% confidence interval to a SD, 
we undertook the analysis with and without this trial and 

found the results still hold. In Table 2 we present the re- 
sults of the amount of heterogeneity associated with age for 
the trials implementing block randomization with different 
sized blocks, when the block size in unknown, and for tri- 
als implementing simple randomization and minimization. 
See appendix A for a list of included studies in the meta- 
analyses. Simple randomization and minimization yielded 

an expected 0% heterogeneity – which is also seen for tri- 
als that implemented mixed blocking schemes where the 
smallest block size was larger than two. 

For trials that use a fixed block of four a substantial 
statistically significant heterogeneity of 62% ( P = 0.001) 
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Table 1. Block size and center stratification implementation from 2001 to 2020 

Year Number open 
RCTs 

Number of 
trials which 
used blocking 

Block size Stratification Stratification by center 

Fixed size of 
two 

Variable size 
including a 
two 

Fixed size of 
four 

Greater than 
two 

Unknown Stratified 
only by 
centre 

Stratified 
factors 
unclear 

Block size 
including 
two 

Fixed block 
size of four 

Block size 
> 2 

Unknown 
block size 

2001 4 3 1 2 1 1 

2002 11 5 1 2 2 1 

2003 6 4 2 2 2 2 

2004 7 3 1 2 1 1 

2005 9 7 1 2 4 1 2 1 

2006 6 5 1 1 3 1 1 1 

2007 8 4 2 2 2 2 

2008 9 7 1 2 4 2 2 1 1 

2009 9 7 1 4 2 2 2 

2010 11 4 1 3 2 1 1 

2011 8 6 1 1 1 3 2 

2012 4 2 2 

2013 10 4 1 1 2 1 1 1 

2014 12 6 1 5 1 2 1 

2015 11 6 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 

2016 8 3 1 2 1 1 1 

2017 10 7 1 

I 1 5 

I 1 1 

2018 12 8 3 4 1 3 2 1 1 1 

2019 15 10 1 2 3 4 5 2 1 1 1 2 

2020 9 4 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 

Total 179 105 1 13 16 31 45 28 19 4 1 9 14 

I Trial in 2017, two blocking schedules by gender (included here, 2–4 and 4–6). 
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Fig. 1. Flow of studies through study. 

was observed. For trials that included a block sizes of two 

within the randomization schedule moderate heterogeneity 

was observed (40%), this sample did not include a fixed 

block of two as there was no age data for the one trial 
within this dataset that implemented this blocking scheme. 
When repeating the meta-analyses with only those trials 
that stratified by center, the heterogeneity increased slightly 

in trials using a block size of two (now 42%), however, 
this was not statistically significant. There was zero het- 
erogeneity in mixed blocking schemes with blocks larger 

than two. There was only one study that used a fixed block 

size of four that stratified by center; thus no meta-analysis 
was conducted. 

4. Discussion 

Methodologists have been warning for some years about 
the potential dangers of increased allocation prediction 

when using blocked randomization, especially in conjunc- 
tion with center stratification [11 , 20 , 33] . In this review we 
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Fig. 2. Meta-analysis of all trials implementing blocking to explore heterogeneity in baseline age. 
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Table 2. Level of heterogeneity associated with different blocking schemes, with and without center stratification and alternative methods of 
randomization 

Trials included in 
MA (n) X 2 

P value for 
heterogeneity I 2 

P value of baseline 
difference 

Level of heterogeneity associated with different blocking schemes 

Fixed block of four 14 34.03 0.001 62% 0.29 

Variable blocks where the smallest block 
is a two 

13 20.03 0.07 40% 0.41 

Fixed blocks of more than two, and 
variable blocks where the smallest block 
is greater than a two 

27 22.78 0.65 0% 0.95 

Block size reported I 53 78.16 0.01 33% 0.26 

Block size not reported 41 43.83 0.31 9% 0.26 

All trials implementing blocking ∗ 94 121.74 0.02 24% 0.14 

Level of heterogeneity associated with 
different blocking schemes stratifying by 
center 

Fixed block of four 1 - - - - 

Variable blocks where the smallest block 
is a two 

4 5.14 0.16 42% 0.78 

Fixed blocks of more than two, and 
variable blocks where the smallest block 
is greater than a two 

7 2.99 0.81 0% 0.68 

Block size reported 12 12.03 0.36 9% 0.95 

Block size not reported 13 10.30 0.59 0% 0.70 

All trials implementing blocking 25 22.44 0.55 0% 0.85 

Level of heterogeneity associated with different randomization methods 

Simple randomization 8 6.88 0.44 0% 0.79 

Minimization 18 7.33 0.98 0% 0.98 

I Trial in 2017, two blocking schedules by gender (included here, 2–4 and 4–6), included as a single trial in this meta-analysis. 

have shown that using blocking is associated with signif- 
icant heterogeneity in age and that trials using blocked 

randomization show an imbalance in age more often than 

we would expect by chance. A fixed block size of four 
showed substantial significant heterogeneity. Although it 
is widely recommended to use variable block sizes to re- 
duce the risk of prediction our review suggests that includ- 
ing a block of size two when using variable block sizes 
may increase age heterogeneity and should be avoided. We 
examined whether center stratification led to increased het- 
erogeneity and found that it did not, however, the sample 
size was small. Simple randomization and minimization 

showed zero heterogeneity (I 2 = 0%), which is consistent 
with what is expected with these methods. 

Central – or third party – randomization is universally 

accepted as a secure randomization method and one that 
should safeguard against subversion [34] ; however, if a 
blocking scheme including a two is implemented then third 

party safeguards may not be sufficient to ensure secure 
randomization. 

Limitations of this review include missing data, which 

prevented a full assessment of blocking implementation. 
When examining the age data some trials were excluded 

due to the format of reporting age, which could have im- 

pacted the observed heterogeneity. Additionally, we were 
examining heterogeneity of age, whereas selection may 

have been subverted on a different prognostic variable such 

as gender: this would lead to underestimation of hetero- 
geneity if baseline variables, other than age, were used 

to influence treatment allocation. However, performing the 
analysis on pooled age enabled many trials to be included 

as it is widely reported, increasing the sample size, and is 
likely to correlate with the ‘true’ variable that influenced 

allocation. Some of the meta-analyses were performed with 

very few studies which decreases the precision. 
It is pertinent to consider that the source of the hetero- 

geneity observed could be due to another type of research 

misconduct rather than subversion of the randomization 

schedule. Where participants are selectively excluded at 
baseline and the baseline heterogeneity analysis is under- 
taken without these excluded participants who violate in- 
tention to treat principles. We find this a less likely ex- 
planation than prediction of the randomization sequence 
and subversion, particularly as the heterogeneity observed 

in this study was in line with previous research: that fixed 

blocks of four are at an increased risk of prediction (there- 
fore higher heterogeneity would be expected). Large block 

sizes – which are harder to predict and less associated with 
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Table 3. Restricted randomization methods – alternatives to blocking 

Randomization type Description and details Comments 

Minimization Dynamic form of randomization where participants are 
allocated according to specific prognostic factors that 
enables balance to be maintained between groups. 

Considered to be more practical and efficient than 
block randomization. In small trials it has the 
advantage of producing only a minor difference 
between groups on variables [41] . 
Technical issues can lead to imbalance, however, 
regular checks of this can prevent any problems 
occurring. 

Big stick procedures Type of ‘Maximally tolerated imbalances’ (MTI) 
procedure which uses a ‘big stick’ to force an allocation 
sequence back toward balance when it reaches the 
MTI. Four big stick procedures detailed elsewhere: 
block urn design [39] , Chen’s procedure [38] , Big 
stick procedure [37] and the maximal procedure [36] . 

Can be used incorrectly and result in excessive 
prediction. The ‘big stick’ can be invoked when it 
should not be. 
Outperforms block randomization at reducing 
prediction. 

Pairwise Two participants are presented for randomization 
simultaneously where one is allocated to one arm and 
the other to the alternative arm. Pairwise 
randomization is described in detail by Daniels et al. 
[42] . 

Not frequently used since first described in 2004. 
Beneficial to be used when center stratification is 
required and recruitment is simultaneous [10] . Issues 
may arise when a suitable pair is not available to 
randomize. 

Merged block 
randomization 

Permuted block randomization with block sequences 
are merged, to determine the allocation at the point 
where the sequences merged a coin is tossed and a 
decision is made on the allocation based on whether it 
is heads or tails. This novel approach is described in 
detail in a simulation study by van de Pas [43] . 

Results in less predictable allocations than block 
randomization and is a sensible choice for small 
multicenter clinical trials where the number of 
participants recruited at each center is anticipated to 
be small (that can lead to imbalances) [43] 
Simple and easy to perform in simulations performed. 

subversion – and simple randomization and minimization 

which are considered robust randomization methods have 
demonstrated the expected low heterogeneity. 

There are alternative methods to restrict randomization 

that are likely to reduce the risk of prediction and should 

be implemented whenever possible. Dynamic allocation 

methods, in comparison to blocking provide a more secure 
method of allocation concealment [35] . We have demon- 
strated that within this sample, minimization is associated 

with zero heterogeneity of baseline age. Table 3 summa- 
rizes alternative restricted randomization methods to block- 
ing which can be considered but has their own drawbacks. 
Berger and Odia examined permuted block randomization 

against maximally tolerated imbalances (MTI) procedures 
to assess whether it could be classed as a big stick proce- 
dure and determined that it was an inferior method to all 
existing MTI procedures [36–39] and concludes it should 

not be used within research [40] . 
Blocking remains the most prevalent way that trials are 

restricted and will most likely be for some time. If block- 
ing is to be implemented these are our recommendations 
to ensure it is conducted as methodologically robust as 
possible: 

- The block size should be concealed from all those in- 
volved in participant recruitment. 

- Fixed block sizes of four should not be implemented. 
- A block size of two should not be implemented, even 

when used within a variable scheme. 
- If center stratification is necessary, this research sug- 

gests it should be implemented with larger blocking 

schemes that do not include a block size of two. 

- CONSORT (2) needs to be followed to ensure full trans- 
parent reporting: the block size and stratification factors 
need to be reported for a risk of bias assessment to oc- 
cur when the trial is published. 

- Teams using central randomization need to ensure they 

do not become complacent to the risk of prediction 

when blocking is used. They need to ensure that small 
block sizes and stratification by center only is to be 
avoided if possible and report their methods transpar- 
ently. 

5. Conclusion 

There is evidence that blocking is an insecure method of 
randomization, in addition to fixed blocks of four, variable 
block sizes including two should probably not be used. Ad- 
ditionally, stratification by center only should, ideally, only 

be undertaken with larger blocking schemes that do not in- 
clude a block size of two. Alternative methods are available 
to restrict randomization which researchers should consider 
when designing RCTs. Dynamic allocation methods may 

provide a more secure method to randomize, conceal the 
allocation, and prevent selection bias. 

Supplementary materials 

Supplementary material associated with this article can 

be found, in the online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.jclinepi. 
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